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PRICE FIFTY CENTS

Our Future In
Nuclear Power
Here's a close-up of what it takes to
control a new atomic reactor . . p 13

Outfitting
Jet Airliners
Radio, navigation and other gear makes
a $ 150,000 electronic package . . p 20

Raytheon — World's Largest Manufacturer of Magnetrons and Klystrons
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2 New Raytheon Backward Wave Oscillators
DOUBLE FREQUENCY COVERAGE
The most complete line in the industry now tunes from 1,000 to 37,500 Mc.

Specifications—OK518. Frequency:
2,000-4,000 Mc. Rapid electronic tuning
by varying delay line voltage from
150-1,500 v. Power output: 0.1 to 1 w.
Complete with compact permanent magnet. Approximate maximum dimensions:
10" long, OS" high, 47/
8" wide.

RAYTHEON

Wide, rapid electronic tuning — 1,000 Mc.
to 3/,500 Mc. —is one outstanding performance advantage in Raytheon's extending
line of Backward Wave Oscillators. Others
are: permanent magnet focusing; high
signal-to-noise ratio; operation under conditions of amplitude or pulse modulation.
Raytheon Backward Wave Oscillators
are gaining wide acceptance in micro-

MANUFACTURING

wave equipment applications as local
oscillators for radar receivers and as signal
generators.
Our development laboratories can tailor
tubes for specific requirements including
narrower band, lower voltage, or higher
power for primary transmitter use. Any
question you may have will be answered
promptly, without cost or obligation.

COMPANY

Microwave and Power Tube Operations, Section PT- 41,

Waltham 54, Mass.

Regional Sales Offices: 9501 W. Grand Avenue, Franklin Park, Ill. • 5236 Santa Monrca Blvd., Los Angeles 29, Cal.
Raytheon makes: Magnetrons and Klystrons, Backward Wave Oscillators, Traveling Wave Tubes, Storage Tubes,
Power Tubes, Miniature and Sub- Miniature Tubes, Semiconductor Products, Ceramics and Ceramic Assemblies.

Excellence in Electronics

Shoptalk • •
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One Best Be! in 1959
Beginning in January, ELEcntoNtcs will have the
same editorial format each week.
Technical articles that have distinguished the
magazine since 1930 as the leading publication
in its field will be increased in number and will
be joined by business articles we now know
have wide appeal and usefulness.
We learned in 1957 that there was a need for
this additional material; we learned in 1958 that
it was needed weekly. So our planned standardization of issues should better serve readers
in research, design, production and management. And we hope it will make ELECTRONICS
compulsory reading for many others.
Subscribers gained 400 additional editorial pages
in 1957, more than 550 in 1958. They will benefit
again in the year just ahead, both in quantity and
in quality, as we further broaden our scope and
coverage without taking our eye off the engineering ball.
Thus ELECTRONICS keeps pace with its growth
industry.

If it's about electronics, read it in

ELEcrRomcs—repackaged as a straight weekly.

ih() y\i‘4,Ly
Publisher

About Our Current Operations . .

In this Issue
NUCLEAR POWER :WHAT IT MEANS
TO US— It takes aheap of electronic equipment to control anuclear reactor. To find out
now much and \‘' hat kind. Managing Editor
Carroll climbed over the Westinghouse Testing Reactor now under construction near Pittsburgh. His tally of the electronic “ear in the
\VTR, together with sonic observations on the
size, shape and future of the electronics market in the nuclear power field, begins on p 13.
NIACHINE TOOL coNTRoL-Two weeks
ago Aisociate Editor Janis took us overseas for
aglimpse of industrial electronics abroad. Together with field editors Hood, Harris and
Maguire. he brings vou up to date this week
on what is going on here at home. See p 15.

Coming in Our
November 21 Issue .
ELECTRONICS ON WHEELS— Automobile manufacturers are readying several electronic surprises for the motoring public. To
get details on things like rear-view tv steering
controls, radar warning devices and electronic,
ignition. Associate Editor Bushor visited the
Detroit laboratories. ¡ lis seven-page technical
roundup. with circuits, of course, will appear
next week.

An Editorial Future for You?
THE NEW EDITORIAL FORMAT described on the other side of this page will substantially increase ELECTRO1'4ICS' engineering
feature article content. Accordingly, openings
now exist on the staff for engineering editors.
If you have adegree in electrical engineering
with aconcentration in electronics, a \'ear or so
of experience in our industry, an insatiable curiosity about new circuits, components and systems and ability to write. edit and report technical developments, Editor NlacDonald would
like to talk with You about afuture on the magazine.
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...stereo is an old friend,
and so is Audiotape

Stereophonic sound has become really big news
just within the past year. But for at least one
recording company, stereo has been commercially
feasible for over three years. It was in 1955 that
Omegatape released one of the first successful
stereo tapes, " The Hi-Lo's in Hi Fi." Now the
Omegatape catalog lists 80 stereo titles, and new
releases are being added monthly.
When he joined Omegatape, President Dave Hubert
brought with him aworld of recording- business
experience. That's why he's qualified to say,
"As the recorded tape business gets more and more
competitive, I've become even more of a ' bug'
on quality than before. Our motto is ' the finest
quality recorded tape' and to live up to it, we
must run continuous quality checks on all of our
equipment. These checks include the tape
we use for all of our mastering and duplicating —
Audiotape, of course. It's never yet let us down."
Omegatape is just one of the hundreds of
professional recording studios that rely on
Audiotape for the finest sound reproduction
The complete line of professional quality Audiotape
offers a base material and thickness to meet
every recording need. And no matter which type
you select, you can be sure you're getting
the very finest tape that can be produced. There's a
complete range of reel sizes and types, too,
including the easy- threading C- Slot reel for all
5and 7- inch Audiotapes. Why settle for lese, when
professional- quality Audiotape costs no more?

¡ot
a
AUDIO DEVICES, INC.,

p4E ,,

444 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22, N. Y.

In Hollywood: 840 N. Fairfax Ave. • In Chicago: 5428 Milwaukee Ave.
Export Dept.: 13 East 40th St., N. Y., 16 • Cables '' ARLAB"
Rectifier Division: 620 E. Dyer Rd., Santa Ana, Calif.
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READ DIRECTLY

10 times previous accuracy, drift less than
±2 pv, noise less than 0.2 pv!

New 425A Microvolt- Ammeter

Now make these difficult measurements quickly, easily
Engineering —minute dc potentials, difference voltages, nulls ; resistances from milliohms
to 10 megmegohms (with external dc source). Also use with Esterline-Angus, other
recorders
Physics, Chemistry— grid, photomultiplier circuits, vacuum ion levels, thermocouple potentials, voltaic currents in chemicals
Medicine, Biology— voltages rliving cells, plants, seeds, nerve voltages

SPECIFICATIONS
Use of aphotoelectric chopper instead of amechanical vibrator, insuring low noise and drift. Protection against 1,000 volt

Voltages: Pos, and neg. 10 pv to 1y full scale.
11 ranges, 1-3-10 sequence.

momentary overloads. New probe minimizing thermocouple

Current: Pos, and neg. 10 iiisa to 3ma full stole.
18 ranges, 1-3-10 sequence.

and triboelectric effects. Heavy ac filtering.
Above are but a few of the reasons why the new hp- 425A
does the work of complex equipment arrays faster, more simply and with 10 times previous accuracy.
In addition to extremely small voltages and currents, Model
425A measures resistances from milliohms to 10 megmegohms,
in conjunction with an external constant current.
Get complete details today from your hp- representative, or
write direct.

#)
4

MICROVOLT- AMPLIFIER

Input Impedance: 1megohm on voltage ranges,
1megohm to 0.33 ohms on current ranges.
Accuracy: -± 3% full scale.
AMPLIFIER:
Frequency Range: dc to 0.2 cps
Gain: 100,000 maximum
Output: O to 1v, adjustable
Output Impedance: 10 ohms, 1,000 shunt
PRICE: $ 500.00 f.o.b. factory
Data subject to change without notice

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
5026A PAGE MILL ROAD • PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA, U.S.A.
CABLE " HEWPACK" • DAVENPORT 5-4451
FIELD REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL PRINCIPAL AREAS

presenting 30 basic new instruments in one year!
CIRCLE 2 READERS SERVICE CARD
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FINANCIAL ROUNDUP
all research and development spending in 1956 was
astaggering 21.6 percent.
A breakdown of survey findings on electronic
applied research expenditures by industry groups
follows:

Electronics R&D
All U.S. industry spent $ 1.4 billion on R&D electronics, latest sur-

Applied R&D
Expenditures
For Electronics
(millions of S,

vey figures show
INDUSTRY

THERE'S NEW EVIDENCE this week that electronics
technology spreads across all of American industry.
According to latest available information, all U.S.
industry in 1956 spent $ 1.4 billion on electronics
research and development. And of this amount, a
little more than half-some $670 million-was spent
by the electronics-electrical industries group.
As for total spending by everyone on all types of
research, the newest figure is an impressive $6.5 billion.
This information comes from a survey made by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics for the National
Science Foundation.
Pinpointing precisely the electronics industry's
share of R&D spending is abit difficult. Our industry
does not have its own category among industry classifications. In the new BLS survey, electronics is reported in the electronic-electrical systems and parts
category.
The R&D expenditures listed on the right represent only applied research and development projects
directed toward discoveries which have specific commercial objectives. The list excludes basic research
made solely to advance scientific knowledge.
Electronics industry leaders say the survey points
to the many new electronic products and processes
that are on the way. Applied electronics portion of

O NE OF Tim questions most frequently asked of electronics firm
execs speaking before investment
groups is: What percentage of your
sales dollar are you spending on research and development?
Reason is that investment bank-

Providing Data On
R&D Expenditures
Addressograph-Multigraph
Amphenol Electronics
General Electric
International Tel. & Tel.
D. S. Kennedy
Sanborn
Technology Instrument
Westinghouse Electric

Approximate
R&D Spending
(%

12 Mo
Sales

669.6
260.7
182.1
137.0
64.5
36.7
4.4
4.0
1.1
.
8
.
8
.
4
.
3
.1
.1
30.3

National Science Foundation does not have ally
figures at this time on applied electronics R&D
spending subsequent to 1956. It hopes to make
this information available in the future.
Meanwhile, estimates of all research and development spending by industry provides arough guide.
McGraw-Hill's Department of Economics has
recently estimated that industry spent $7.3 billion
on applied and basic research in 1957, will spend
$8.3 billion in 1958 and nearly $ 10 billion by 1961.
It seems conservative to assume that the electronics applied research portion of the above estimates
will at least equal the 21.6 percentage relationship
that existed in 1956.

12 Mo Earnings
Per Share

of Sales) ( Latest Annual
2.6

$

$1,392.9

Total

ers and brokers know from experience that it is no accident that
companies with the largest growth
percentage are those which place
great emphasis on development of
new products.
Statistics show that industries
with the highest growth rate are
those which spent the highest per-

SHARES and PRICES

Some Electronics M'frs

Electronic- Electrical Systems, Parts
Aircraft and Associated Ports
Machinery ( including computers)
Telecommunications and Broadcasting
Professional & Scientific Instruments
Fabricated Anatol Products and Ordnance
Stone, Clay and Glass Products
Food and Kindred Products
Textile NUN Products and Apparel
Petroleum Products and Extraction
Primary Metals
Chemicals and Allied Products
Transportation and Other Public Utilities
Construction
Paper and Allied Products
All Other Industries

Report)

$97,100,000 $ 3.25

3.0
over 6.0
3.0

31,100,000
4,335,700,000
576,500,000

3.02
2.84
3.12

10.0
6.0
4.8
10.0

5,800,000
12,300,000
6,800,000
2,009,000,000

1.80
1.14
1.01
4.18

centage of their sales dollar on
research and development.
The registration statements filed
by firms with the SEC preliminary
to making new security issues is
often afruitful source for company
R&D spending figures. The following table has been compiled from
this and other sources.

Common

Stock

Prices

Recent ' 58 Range

Traded

86

82 -94

NYSE

30 1
4
/
65 3
4
/

22 3/
8-32 1
/
4
57
68 3
4
/

NYSE
NYSE

51
21 3/
42
26 2

29 1/
4 -53 3/
4
21 1/
4 -25 1
/
4
16 -27 1/2

NYSE
OTC
OTC

91/22
66 1/2

91
2 -12 3
/
4
/

OTC

55 1
2 -68 1
/
/
4

NYSE

'Ten months ending Jan. 31
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MERGERS, ACQUISITIONS and FINANCE
•Aircraft Radio of Boonton,
N. J., and Cessna Aircraft, Wichita,
Kan., announce merger plans. Proposed plan calls for three shares of
AR to be exchanged for two shares
of Cessna. AR common was recently quoted at 26 over-the-counter; at same time Cessna closed at
53 on NYSE. Boonton firm has
312,000 shares outstanding. Cessna
will exchange on basis of 845,000
shares, to be outstanding after payment of 10-percent stock dividend
due Dec. 19.
Two previously announced plans
to merge AR—with Litton Industries and Airborne Instruments—
were broken off in the latter stages
of negotiation. No changes in Aircraft Radio management and operations arc anticipated.
AR makes electronic airborne
communication
and
navigation
equipment. Annual sales are at rate
of $ 10 to $11 million, with 60 percent going to military users and 40
percent to commercial. Cessna produces personal planes, military liai-

son aircraft and farm equipment
pumps. Sales for year ended Sept.
were about $86 million and were
equally divided between military
and industrial business.
•Automation Instruments, Pasadena, Calif., plans to issue $ 250,000 of 6-percent 15-year convertible
debentures. They will be offered to
firm's stockholders at 90 percent
of face value and in $ 100, $ 500
and $ 1,000 units. Debentures are
convertible at rate of one common
share for each $ 100 of debentures.
Proceeds will be used to retire notes
payable and for working capital.
Firm makes solenoids, transformers.
•A-S-R
Products,
formerly
American Safety Razor Corp., acquires all capital stock of U. S. Relay Co., Los Angeles, Calif. U. S.
Relay makes electronic relays,
solenoid contactors and electronic
controls. Purchase terms provide
for a cash payment, plus a participation by the sellers in profits.

RECEIVER PRODUCTION

EMPLOYMENT AND EARNINGS

0:t. 24, ' 58

Oct. 17, ' 58

Aug. ' 58

July, ' 58

Television sets, total

121,267

124,503

169,806

Prod, workers, comm. equip

354,900

340,600

Radio sets, total

310,148

287,829

401,178

Av. wkly. earnings, comm

$82.39

75,073

93,088

125,813

Av. wkly. earnings, radio

Auto sets

Oct. 25, ' 57

STOCK PRICE AVERAGES
(Source: Standard & Poor's)

Oct. 29, ' 58

Oct. 22, ' 58

Oct. 30, ' 57

Radio tv & electronics

62.99

61.21

42.32

Radio broadcasters

73.39

74.08

53.00

( Source: Bur. Labor Statistics)

FIGURES OF THE YEAR
Receiving tube sales
Transistor sales

1958
251,657,000
25,310,834

1957

Percent Change

297,281,000 — 15.3
15,611,300

+62.1

409,800

$ 80.75

$ 77.81

$ 80.39

$ 75.81

39.8

39.2

39.9

Av. wkly. hours, radio

39.9

39.6

39.9

TRANSISTOR SALES
(Source: [ IA)
Value

Totals for first eight months

$81.40

Aug. ' 57

Av. wkly. hours, comm

Unit sales

Aug. ' 58

July'58

Aug. ' 57

4,226,616

2,631,894

2,709,000

59,975,935 $ 6,598,762 $ 6,598,000

TUBE SALES
(Source: E(A)

Aug. ' 58

July, ' 58

Aug. ' 57

Receiving tubes, units

.30,456,000

30,795,000

43,029,000

$ 25,442,000 $ 26,927,000 $ 34,886,000

Cathode-ray tube sales

4,952,862

6,236,890

--20.6

Receiving tubes, value

Television set production

2,950,455

3,756,533

--21.5

Picture tubes, units

Radio set production

6,611,686

8,765,606

--24.6

Picture tubes, value

6

•Hewlett-Packard agrees to acquire 80 percent of the outstanding
stock of F. L. Moseley Co. of Pasadena, Calif. Moseley manufactures
a line of recorders and associated
electronic instruments.

LATEST MONTHLY FIGURES

FIGURES OF THE WEEK
(Source: E(A)

•Precise Development of Oceanside, Long Island, N. Y., issues
60,000 shares of convertible preferred and 60,000 shares of common stock at $ 5 per unit of one
share of preferred and one share
of common. Oceanside firm makes
hi-fi and stereo equipment, electronic test equipment and diverse
line of electronic components. It
is developing a line of small-boat
electronic equipment.
Proceeds
will be used to reduce bank loans
and for payment of taxes, to purchase materials and for new product design expenses. If entire issue is sold, about $ 160,000 will be
added to working capital. R. A.
Holman & Co. of New York is
handling the underwriting on a
best-efforts basis.

713,458

549,817

930,296

$ 14,190,878 $ 11,109,048 $ 17,984,185
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Only Merck makes
all three forms of ultra- pure

for semiconductor applications
Merck Polycrystalline Billets— have not been previously melted in quartz, so
that no contamination from this source is possible. Merck guarantees that single
crystals drawn from these billets will yield minimum resistivities over 50 ohm cm.
for ntype material, and over 100 ohm cm. for ptype material. Merck Silicon Billets
give clean melts with no dross.
Merck Polycrystalline Rods— are ready for zone melting as received . . . are
ideal for users with floating-zone melting equipment. Merck Polycrystalline Rods
(8 1
2 to 10 1
/
2 inches long and 18 to 20 mm. diameter—smaller diameters on special
/
order) yield more usable material. In float-zone refining one can obtain minimum
resistivities of 1000 ohm cm. ptype with minimum lifetime of 200 microseconds.
Merck Single Crystal Silicon— offers manufacturers without floating-zone
equipment semiconductor Silicon of aquality unobtainable elsewhere. No crucibledrawn crystals can match the reliability of Merck single crystal material in semiconductor devices. Merck Single Crystal Silicon is available with min. resistivity of
1000 ohm cm. ptype. Other resistivities ranging from 1.0 ohm cm. por n type up
to 1000 ohm cm. will soon be available.
0 Merck É. Co , loc.

For additional information on specific applications and processes, write
Merck & Co., Inc., Electronic Chemicals Division, Dept.ES -9,Rahway,N.J.

ULTRA- PURE

SILICON - a product of MERCK
BASE BORON CONTENT BELOW ONE ATOM
OF BORON PER SIX BILLION SILICON ATOMS
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BARNSTEAD NEW
TRANSISTOR WASHER

WASHINGTON OUTLOOK

FOR WASHING and RINSING TRANSISTORS,

DIODES,

RECTIFIERS,

TUBE

PARTS and MATERIALS SUCH AS SILICON AND

GERMANIUM

THE ADMINISTRATION has expressed disagreement with proposals from the
Army and some diplomatic officials for a sweeping revision of U.S. defense
strategy with a new emphasis on preparedness for limited warfare.
The policy-shift proposal would have involved at least doubling current
production of ground communications and radar gear, armored vehicles,
troop transport planes, assault transport vehicles, small arms, tactical missiles
and other weapons for limited warfare.
Proponents of limited warfare preparedness have pointed to the crises in
Lebanon and the Formosa Straits as evidence that this country is more
seriously threatened by limited wars than by ageneral nuclear war involving
major powers.
They argue that recent defense budgets have put too much stress on
preparedness for the big nuclear threat—with the heaviest spending devoted
to the Strategic Air Command—and have downgraded U.S. capabilities for
fighting a limited war.

Maintains 15,000,000 OHM ultra- pure
water

while

conserving

make-up

water through special re-purllcation
cycle.
Best results with faster rinsing and fewer
rejects are obtained when ultra-pure, hot
water is employed in washing and rinsing
of transistors, diodes, and other electronic components. The Barnstead Transistor Washer conserves thousands of
gallons of water each day as it repurifies
the pure, hot water keeping it free of
organic impurities, and submicroscopic
particles to 0.45 microns. Completely
factory-assembled, ready for operation.
EVERYTHING IN

PURE WA7ER

EQUIPMENT

I3 WATER STILLS, steam, gas and
electric with capacities from 1
2
/
to 1000 g.p.h.
Cl REGENERATIVE TYPE DEMINERALIZERS, 50 to 2,500
or more g.p.h.
SUBMICRON FILTERS, 400 or
more g.p.h. Submicroscopic filtration to 0.45 microns

afris- t ad

STILL & STERILIZER CO.Inc.

BOSTON
JAma,ca
4-3100

NEW YORK
KIngsbrIdge
8-1557

CLEVELAND
ACademy
6-6622

CHICAGO
AlUlberry
5-8180

PHILADELPHIA
LOcust
8-1796

LOS ANGELES
RYai
1-6663

JOHNSON CITY
3113

SAN FRANCISCO
TEmplebar
2-5391

CHATTANOOGA
6-5863

84

Lanesville Terrace, Boston 31. Mass.

FIRST IN PURE WATER SINCE 1878
CIRCLE 4 READERS
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Washington's official line was aired by the Joint Chiefs of Staff chairman,
Air Force Gen. Twining, before the annual meeting of the Association of
the U.S. Army.
Twining said it is risks, to assume that the threat of one kind of war is
more serious than another, then put the Administration's plans into perspective: the Armv will not be allowed to substantially increase expenditures for
armor and other tactical equipment; the Air Force will not step up procurement of troop carrier planes.
The Army will be limited to its current $ 1.3-billion volume of hardware
procurement. The Army will be pressured out of the space rocket field and
forced to use its available dollars for improving mobility of its battlefield
missiles and other equipment.
• The spotlight is once more on the controversial Renegotiation Act.

Write for Catalog

D

The Administration, however, holds that U. S. defense forces are now
ready to fight either limited or general wars. The Administration plans no
significant shift in either strategic policy or the makeup of the defense budget.

Trial has just closed in U. S. Tax Court in Seattle on Boeing's appeal
from the Renegotiation Board's ruling that the company must refund
to the government $ 10 million gross profits earned in 1952.
The court is not likely to rule on Boeing's appeal for a year. But
the trial was pretty much of a test case for the aircraft industry and
other military producers. It's the first of a series of pending aircraft
renegotiation appeals to be heard. At least six other airframe makers
have filed appeals for recovery of at least $50 million before taxes,
refunded to the government under renegotiation proceedings.
Boeing's argument stressed that $5.8 million of its 1952 profits
before taxes came from incentive-type production contracts, that in
effect the Renegotiation Board is penalizing the company for its
efficiency.
U.S. lawyers said renegotiation determinations of excessive profits
are made, under law, on all company receipts for the year, and that
incentive-type contracts are not exempt from the Board's rulings.
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All is in readiness. The gantry is being roller
away. This missile is ready for its journey inti
space.
But before the firing could take place, the entir(
launching complex had to be made ready ti
accommodate the missile in its present contigu
ration. In the hours, days, and weeks that havi
preceded this moment, an intensive " maki
ready" program has been progressing quickly
logically, economically— guided by the engineer:
of Pacific Automation Products, Inc.
BROADLY,

ours has been adual role— to providi

technical and practical liaison between the en
gineering departments of the cognizant contrac
tors and their field forces, and to install an(

EADINESS
IS THE
KEY!

validate all of the electronic gear that is require(
to convert this launch site from amass of con
crete and steel into an integrated complex, read
to support the scheduled firing of the bird.
SPECIFICALLY — Our

tasks have included: design

manufacture, and installation of all interuni
cabling; the installation of instrumentation
controls, communications equipment , consoles
and accessories; actual operation of all circuitn
under simulated conditions of use, to make cer
tain that it is ready to perform its functioni
reliably; arid documentation of the system in th(
form of working drawings, maintained in an up
to- the- minute status at all times.
SIGNIFICANTLY —

to assure on- schedule readines:

of an electronic complex— whether it be at
MISSILE SITE, AN AUTOMATIC FACTORY, A DATA PROCESSINI
CENTER, A NUCLEAR INSTALLATION

—

plan

today to uti

lize the systems engineering services of Pacifii
Automation Products, Inc. For complete infor
mation, write, wire, or phone Arthur P. Jacob
Executive Vice- President,
PRODUCTS, INC.,

PACIFIC

AUTOMATIOI

1000 Air Way, Glendale 1, Cali

fornia Phone CHapman 5-8661

PACIFIC
AUTOMATION
PRODUCTS, INC.

Engineers: PAP has immediate openings for en
gineers with specific knowledge of the system

requirements of major electronic complexes o
all major types. Send your resume today.

ACCEPTED SYMBOLS

EXECUTIVES IN THE NEWS

Smith: for railroads, anew Rx

Hydrogen! Lightest of all elements
. . . part of all living things! Cog in
the nation's weapon-missile program!
Hydrogen fills Tung-Sol/Chatham
thyratron tubes used ir ' racking beacons and radar modulators— two
means of missile observation. The
tubes provide the power for the signals cr " beeps" that describe to us
missile flight behavior.
Miniature types pulse " beeps" from
airborne missiles. " Beeps" pulsed by
giant thyratrons in ground units, resound from missiles in flight.
Hydrogen thyratrons— exclusive
Tung - Sol/Chatham development —
supply the premium quality performance critically needed in missile experiments. Over the years, Tung- Sol
consistently has woven a thread of
similar quality throughout its psoducts. So, today, the Tung- Sol mark
remains a symbol of the finest.
Tung- Sol Electric Inc., Newark 4, N. J.

JUNG -SOL
(Monty Electronic and
Automotive Components

NEW PRESiDE t of General Railway Signal Co. is Perey W. Smith,
engineer and salesman up from the ranks. He takes over the Rochester,
N. Y., firm at atime when its principal industry customer is in astate
of flux, faces arough challenge cheerfully.
Railroads, trying to haul themselves into reasonable financial stability,
are using electronics as one of many bootstraps. Today's yard control
system—with pushbutton remote control, analog computer gear and
almost automatic operation—may use upwards of 2,000 electron tubes.
Transistors are coming in, too: GRS has been installing transistorized
cab-signal circuits since early 1955. " Pat" Smith's first order of business
as lie settles into his new office will be marshalling GRS engineering
talent—sonic one-fifth of its total work force— for a frontal assault on
traffic problems: railroad, air and others.
Born in Springville, N. Y., in 1900, Smith grew up in the nearby
railroad town of Salamanca, naturally gravitated to railroading at an '
early age. Before he turned 20 he was working for the old Buffalo,
Rochester & Pittsburgh ( now part of the B&O system). He broke in
as an engine dispatcher, simultaneously kept up his schooling.
He missed what he still regards as " the privilege of conventional
college attendance," but found time for numerous technical courses
at Rochester Institute of Technology's night school. In 1923 he went
to work in the engineering department of GRS, slipped naturally into
engineering sales afew years later.
His native talent for getting along with engineering staff, sales
associates and clients moved him right up the line into management.
He contrives to be a firm-handed administrator without mashing toes,
remains friendly and accessible even under pressure. He became avice
president in 1950, moved into the top slot late last month.
Like most far-ranging salesmen, Smith is ahomeloving man at heart.
His wife Dorothy shares with him his principal interest outside of GRS:
growing roses, a particularly suitable hobby in Rochester. long noted
as the Flower City.
and the consumer electronics story
in the Oct. 17 issue ("Home
Stretch Looks Good," p 15, Oct.
17) skirted around a highly sensitive subject. The Outlook mentions
"low volume of consumer elcc-

COMMENT
Consumer Electronics
Two of your recent stories—the
\Vashington Outlook for Oct. 31
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tronics production during the first
six months" of 1958. Down at the
bottom of the earlier article, you
quote a " thoughtful California
manufacturer" as recognizing that
people want their purchases to
have inherent value.
I'm sure the two things are related. As long as consumers have
money to throw away, they're
reasonably content (apparently) to
spend it on bright, gaudy products
that maybe work and maybe won't.
But when the pinch comes, they
demand higher quality for dollars
expended.
Some of our designers and production people ought to sit down
and reconsider what a radio or
phonograph or tv is, what it's supposed to do, and how it can best
do its job. Simplicity, taste and a
greater emphasis on reliability
might just spark a general renascence in radiotv sales.

5 Ways Better...
GREATLY
ENLARGED
end of Varglas Silicone Rubber Tubing
shows design that
permits
knotting,
bending and twisting to meet extremes
of
temperature
while retaining its
dielectric strength.

SILICONE RUBBER
Tubing and Sleeving
(Ceçluk

WON'T CRACK, PEEL
OR CRAZE

2

GREATER FLEXIBILITY

HIGH DIELECTRIC
RETENTION

STEWART FABREGA
PHILADELPHIA
The out-of-the-saddle survey of
radiotv manufacturers that we
took to get the information for the
consumer electronics article specifically asked whether manufacturing and sales executives felt that
consumer taste was changing. The
general consensus was no.

A Very Long Time
Re your Oct. 17 air-to-air missile
story ("Fighter Arms Stockpile
Swells," p 13, Oct. 17), particularly
as the Falcon GAR-3 and Sidewinder: isn't 45 years apretty long
development period? J. H. Hammond and I demonstrated such
target-seeking missile principles to
military officials in 1912.
Also as to the item "Soviet information retrieval . . ." (Engineering Report, p 21, Oct. 17),
Stephen Leacock's Nonsense Novels, Chapter 6 ( 1913) is captioned:
"Sorrows of a Super Soul; or The
Memoirs of Marie Mushenough
(translated by Machinery, out of
the Original Russian)"!
B. F. M IESSNER
M ORRISTOWN, N.J.
As the Preacher said: "There is
no new thing under the sun."

4

'LONG LIFE CUTS
REPLACEMENT COSTS
4.>

VIVID COLORS FOR
READY IDENTIFICATION

THERMAL PROPERTIES:
Heat aging: 1000 hrs. at 250 ° C
without appreciable change in
physical or dielectric properties.

CHEMICAL INERTNESS:
Has good resistance to all oils,
alcohols, dilute acids and alkalis. Fine water resistan- qualities.

FLAMMABILITY:
Self- extinguishing, when tested
in accordance with ASTM and
NEMA procedures. ( NEMA Acceptance Test).

FLEXIBILITY:
Unaffected throughout life of
Tubing. Stays flexible from
minus 90° F. to plus 600 ° F.
FUNGUS RESISTANCE:
Inert. No fungus growth was
visible at 40 x magnification
after 28 deys incubation under
"ideal" surroundings.

ABRASION RESISTANCE:
Durable and extra tough. Withstands unusual rough handling
at all times.

Twist, bend, wrap or knot it and this tubing remains
pliable and efficient, even under the most severe
operating conditions. Send for free samples today.

VARFLEX SALES CO., INC.
308 N. Jay St., Rome, N.Y.
Please send me sample with Bulletin and Prices.

SALES CO., INC.

SPECIALISTS
Rome, N. Y.
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ing of fuels and materials for reactor use and for
limited production of radioisotopes. It is a watercooled and -moderated thermal-neutron reactor giving about 20,000 kw heat equivalent power output.
Here's what it takes to control this reactor: Primary indication of reactor performance is derived
by counting neutrons produced. Three levels of
neutron counting are employed.
In the source
range, used when starting the reactor, integrating
neutron counters are used. Two such channels are
provided in case one fails. The source-range counters count individual neutrons and give an integrated count indication.
There are two intermediate-range indicating channels.
These use gamma-compensated ionization
chambers as the neutron-detecting transducers. Such
devices deliver a varying current output rather than
the count of individual neutrons and are consequently more useful at higher neutron fluxes in the
intermediate reactor power range.
In the power range of reactor operation, fission
chambers are used to detect the neutrons. These
transducers give a multiplying effect and provide a

high current output to indicate neutron flux. This
high current indication permits use of magnetic
amplifiers in the indicator circuits for added reliability. There are three power level indicator channels with repeater indicators on the operator's panel.
The nine reactor control rods arc servo-controlled
and tied into the power level indicator channels.
The reactor control panel has a closed-circuit
television monitor to observe hot areas. There are
five chart recorders: start-up level, power-range level,
primary coolant flow, reactor period and thermal
power output. Also, two coolant conductivity meters and a pH meter. Electronic circuits likewise
are used in the scram and alarm circuits that permit
immediate reactor shutdown in case of emergency.
Radiation monitoring equipment will be installed
to check stack gas and atmosphere within the reactor vapor container. Thermocouple amplifiers
will be used for temperature measurements around
the plant. In addition, the testing reactor will have
three hot cells for handling radioactive material
taken from the reactor. Each cell will use two
servo-controlled master-slave manipulators.

PRODUCTION and SALES
$MILLIONS
400350300250200150-

HIGH FIDELITY
COMPONENTS' RETAIL SALES

100-

1951-1958

50—

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

Hi Fi Component Sales Setting Record
RE'FAIL SALES of lugli tidclit\ coinponents are seen on the wav to a
new high by the end of 1958. A
record of about $ 240 million is in
view. 1959 sales may reach $ 275
to $ 300 million. 1957 total was
about $ 225 million, according to
the Institute of High Fidelity Manufacturers, which expects aslightly
higher figure than $ 240 million
for this year. Institute definition
14

includes tape recorders, estimated
at well over $ 100 million volume
for 1958.
This record does not include
packaged hi-fi instruments, estimated earlier this year at about
$400 million by RCA spokesmen.
Packaged goods have grown steadily
but more slowly than the burgeoning components business, which is
only eight years old. Packaged-in-

strument firms, mostly radiotv
manufacturers, arc playing up
stereo heavily, as are components
people. Stereo confusion of early
1958 is clearing, and sales in both
categories arc stepping up over normal seasonal peaks.
Percentage of speakers sold in
components systems is about a
quarter of all units, slightly higher
than amplifiers.
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Tooling Up Electronically
International and domestic space age competition put pressure on
U. S. industry to accelerate use of electronic controls for machine
tools and assembly lines
AMERICAN private industry today is fighting its own
cold war with the Soviet Union. It's economic riskmanship; it involves tooling up for the space age by
spending money to develop and use new electronic
controls for machine tools and assembly lines.
In Russia the battle line is drawn firmly by the
state economic planners. New seven-year plan pushes
many 1972 production goals ahead to 1965, based on
the introduction of new automatic controls.
Recent visitors to the USSR were told that 13
different numerically controlled milling machines
had been designed, but they were not shown any in
operation. Instrumentmakers, whose designs have
lagged behind their American counterparts, have
been given their orders in recent months.
Here's what the U.S. is doing to increase productivity through electronic automatic controls, according to a survey made by ELECTRONICS:
•Machining speed and accuracy demanded by aircraft and missile industry has already brought about
a formidable union of tools and electronics. As a
consequence, aircraft firms are now marketing the
products of their own requirements.
•Important and old-time machine tool makers
are either in electronics themselves, are working
closely with an electronics company, or are studying
the possibility of doing one or the other or both.

business next year, then a buildup. Its explanation:
"The aircraft industry has bought large quantities
of tools in the last few years. These will have to be
assimilated before the next buying round."
Costs and Use of Tool Controls
Although most industry men believe electronic
applications to machine tools are unlimited, they
indicate present uses are now largely confined to
point-to-point or continuous path operation.
Autonetics division of North American Aviation
feels the best acceptance of controls now is in the
positioning field because no computer problem is
involved, cost considerations don't loom as large.
Many users of electronically controlled machine
tools feel cost is still high, but think that general
acceptance will be fostered by lower prices in the
future through simplified designs.
Tracer or Numerical Control?
Numerical controls market will eventually have
the edge over tracer controls due to versatility and
wider application possibilities, some sources feel.
A few firms estimate that half of the machine tools
produced five years from now will have numerical
controls. One, Burg Tool Manufacturing, predicts

•Some 30 electronics firms reportedly are trying
to sell gear to or work with machine builders.
Market for Electronically Controlled Tools
Consensus of machine tool makers in the East is
that electronically controlled units will represent
about 10 percent of the tool market in 1958-59, with
a jump to between 25 and 50 percent in five years.
On the West Coast there is general agreement that
the national market next year for controls alone will
be between $6 and $ 10 million, and that the sales
prospect in five years is $ 50 million.
Large Midwestern machine tool builder expects
a 10-percent increase in the market for electronically
controlled tools in the next year, and believes the
market will double in five years. Firm says 25 percent of its special tools are already electronically controlled, plus many of its standard machines.
One Eastern firm specializing in numerical controls for airframe fabrication tools sees a drop in
ELECTRONICS
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Inchworm made by Airborne Instruments Laboratory
controls grinding to millionths of an inch tolerance at
Torrington Co. needle-bearing plant
15

that 90 percent of its business in 1963 will be in electronically controlled gear.
On the subject of relative costs, The Cincinnati
Milling Machine Co. says this: Tracing is about twice
the cost of the conventional step-by-step method,
with numerical control at about five times the cost
of tracing. Company cites the "considerable time
and expense involved in the making of templates for
the tracer controlled machines." It adds that the
numerical or programming method realizes considerable time saving.
Concord Control, Inc., of Boston, says numerical
controls are worthwhile where short run, rapidchange production is involved. " Flexibility is useless
in producing hairpins," firm says, "but it is important
in machine tools and vital in airframe fabrication."
Programmed production of printed circuits or instruments could benefit from numerical controls, this
concern asserts. It says differences in successive units
could easily be handled by changing numerical instructions while the gear itself remains the sanie.
West Coast manufacturers say tracer controls are
more economical for some applications, but feel generally that within five years most tracer systems will
give way to numerically controlled devices.
One example of a machine tool builder in the
numerical control field is Jones & Lamson. For four
years this firm worked with electronics companies,
now is doing most of its own development work and
starting to build its own control gear. J&L reports it
has sold adozen numerically controlled positioning
tables, adds that adaptations have been made in
standard machines for drilling printed circuit boards
and punching electronic chassis and panels.
The New England toolmaker has also sold ahalf
dozen automatic turret lathes with in-machine gaging
and statistical feedback. Firm says numerical control
gives lathes more versatility and widens applications.
Another New England machine tool maker reports
selling 45 to 50 units of electronic controls for boring,
milling, drilling and inspection machines.
Production and Assembly Controls
Important factors in determining whether to use
automatic controls for assembly lines: cost, repetition
of movement and absence of need for human decisions along the line.
In the West an aircraft manufacturer reports
spending considerable money on R&D for automation devices and assembly line controls. While the
firm does not expect an impressive increase in next
year's market, it's " quite certain" that acceptance of
such controls will pick up in the next five years.
Spokesman for Stromberg-Carlson's Electronic
Control Systems division believes acceptance by
many manufacturers of electronic control gear will
come in the " near future." Examples: gear to per16

form staking operations, component insertion and
similar operations.
Market for Assembly Controls
1\ilost firms questioned about the market for electronic assembly controls declined to answer on
grounds that the field is too new and wide open. One
firm points out that the electronics industry itself is
moving into the use of controls in the manufacture
of printed circuitry and components, but doesn't
expect spectacular results in the next year.
But in five years, says this firm, military pressure
for use of such assembly controls could mean a
$25-million market. Another firm sees the possibility
of a $ 5-million market by next year and a $ 50-million
market in five years.
There's a long way to go before many assembly
lines are automatic, in the view of one West Coast
firm. It sees controls as applicable to component
lines, ball bearings and other standardized products,
and possibly to some subassembly of mass produced
products that might need feedback control.
Topp Industries reports it's planning to expand
its production of automatic assembly line controls,
is now preparing servo packages of electronic positioning controls suitable for continuous variable positioning of such parts as transfers and valves.
Plans for use of digital and/or analog computers in
assembly line control systems vary from company to
company. One firm uses digital controls but also
combines analog and digital methods to reduce costs.
It says its systems are 100 percent programmed, do
their job with the press of a starter button by an
operator, who puts in a new work batch when program is completed. Some control systems using taped
instructions do not require acomputer.
New computer directed process control system was
recently announced by Librascope, Inc., asubsidiary
of General Precision Equipment Corp. Firm says its
Libratrol-500 is designed to accommodate new sensing and control devices as they are developed; it's
also said to permit atransition from manual to completely automatic process control.
Librascope says the system accepts both voltage
and digital signals from avariety of instruments. Input selection and control circuit segregates incoming
information and routes it to an arithmetic unit, a
decision and verification unit and to the memory
drum. Built-in digital clock provides real time factor,
and an output selection and control unit chooses
control or data presentation channels.
Comp,uter uses binary code; conversion unit performs translation of analog signals. Output may be
in the form of typewritten data, monitor display,
alarm lights or bells, or as correcting signals—electrical, pneumatic, mechanical or hydraulic—to operate
controllers within the processing gear.
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vailable now!
EPSCO'S

NEW

digital circuits
• Lowest Cost
•Save Time
•Save Space
• Color Coded
•Shock- Resistant
• Fully- Encapsulated
•Low- Power Requirements
• Proven Dependability
•Complete Compatibility
• Easily Accessible Test Points
•Efficiently Arranged Pin Connections
• 250 KC Operation
Here are important new tools to eliminate your

• — 55 °C to +. 75°C Temperature Range

logic circuit design problems. Providing significant cost

Standard packages can be modified to provide you

advantages, Epsco's Transistor Digital Circuits save you

with custom circuitry at no extra packaging cost.

valuable engineering design time, cut your costs and
space requirements and give you dependable, reliable
operation.
SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions

AVAILABLE

CIRCUITS

Type A

2"x . 9" square

Type B

2.5"x 0.65 x2"

Switching Times

Flip- Flops and Counters

Diode Logic

Diode AND Gates

Transistor Logic

Diode OR Gates
Nor Gates— An Epsco Exclusive
Parallel Gates
Cascade Gates

—250KC

Frequency Range

0.7 µsec max
1.5 ,usec max
0 and — 6 volts

Signal Voltage Levels
DC Supply Voltages

18 volts,

Temperature Range

— 5.5'C to

6 volts
I- 75 °C

Inverter Amplifiers
Non- Inverting Amplifiers
Type A Circuit Packaging
ftwo-lhirds actual size)

Emitter Followers
Power Driver
One Shot Delay
Pulse Shaper
Level Converter
Neon Indicator
Incandescent Indicator
Blocking Oscillator
Level Shaper
6, 12, 18 volt Power Supplies

Type 8 Circuit Packaging
(two-thirds actual size)

Clock Pulse Generator (0-250C)
Coming soon, complete 1 mc. logic circuit
family...and we're adding others all the time.

E
PSCO
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write for technical bulletins.
Epsco Components, Dept. R118,
108 Cummington Street, Boston IS, Mas:.
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\Ian-on-half-shell installs weather radar on
Lockheed's prop-jet Electra, one step in ...

Outfitting
New Jet
Airliners
LOS ANGELES—AFEW DAYS AC() some 15,000 engineers, technicians and scientists wandered through
the Aircraft Electrical Society's 15th Annual Display
in the Pan Pacific Auditorium here. Ilad this been
50 years ago, they would have seen four items exhibited: a magneto, asparkplug, a piece of wire, an
ignition switch. As it was, they saw wares of 145
companies, valued at several million dollars, in 200
exhibits. Better than half were electronic in nature.
Electronics for the airlines is big business, getting
bigger. First U. S. jetliner entered passenger service
in October. Orders for $2.5 billion worth of turbojets
and turboprops have gone to the nation's five major
airliner producers. Some $981,000,000 of this will
go to 5,000 subcontractors, suppliers, vendors, of
whom a large number are in electronics. One estimate places the initial electronics requirements of
these 600 planes at $80 million.
Ten years ago the average airliner carried about
$12,000 worth of electronic gear. Tab for electronics
on today's up-to-the-minute prop-driven craft is close
to $98,000 ( including installation and spares). Factors
in this difference: omnirangc navigation (VOR), air
traffic control transponder ( radar beacon), radio altimeter, weather radar, distance measuring equipment
(DME).
Frequently today's liners have dual installations,
such as two VOR receivers, two glide slope indicators, in case one fails, or to check one instrument
against the other.
Another reason for increased cost of plane's electronics: today's autopilots, and even h-f antenna
20

tuners, arc tailored to each plane, thus- cost more
than off-the-shelf items. Some producers are even
adding such electronic improvements as Douglas'
hi-fi public-address system ( DC-8) for high intelligibility and music in flight.
Electronic equipment for tomorrow's jet liner will
cost about $ 150,000. Flight recorders and Doppler
navigation computers will cost about $ 5,000 and
S10,000 respectively. New installations are sure to
include proximity warning indicators (PWI) or
collision avoidance systems ( CAS) when available.
Airways Modernization Board is pushing for revamping of airborne navigation, communications,
and data processing equipment to improve air traffic
control. One major jetliner producer predicts that
five years hence the electronics bill per plane may
come to $250,000.
Ground personnel and air crew will communicate
with each other via automatic interrogating-transponding systems for altitude; course, air Velocity,
weather. Cut-downs on voice time are expected to
relieve congestion on over-crowded frequencies.
As in the case of weather radar, electronic gem
producers hope to push other equipment through
pilot enthusiasm. Convinced of radar's usefulness,
pilots demanded it for their planes. Now two-thirds
of the nation's airline fleets arc equipped. If new
systems, such as Doppler, enjoy similar reception
there will be a big retrofit business. For example,
there are more than 1,000 planes of the DC-6and 7
series in operation, and at $ 30,000 per dual installation, these alone would provide a sizable market.
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The Manufacturer's Responsibility to the User
OUR REQUIREMENTS for increasingly higher performance in oscilloscopes inevitably lead
to instruments of greater complexity, and therefore to an enlarged responsibility on the part of
the instrument manufacturer to provide needed assistance in the field. As auser of Tektronix Instruments you have easy access to a large well- trained field organization, anxious to help with any
problems that arise due to unfamiliarity with new circuits or other factors. All services described
below are readily available through twenty-four Tektronix Field Offices in North America. Most
of these services are also provided by more than twenty Tektronix Engineering Representatives
in pertinent overseas locations.

Maintenance— Tektronix

Applications— Perhaps the

willingly assumes much of the

answers you need in a specific
application can be obtained

responsibility for continued efficient operation of the instru-

faster and easier through use
of your Tektronix Oscilloscope.

ments it manufactures. If you
should experience a stubborn

Your Field Engineer can help
you find out, and if use of your

maintenance problem, your
Field Engineer will gladly help
you isolate the cause. Often a

oscilloscope is indicated, help
you with procedures. Ile may
also be able to suggest many

telephone discussion with him
will help you get your instrument back into operation with
minimum delay. If yours is a

time- saving uses for your oscilloscope in routine checks and
measurements.

large laboratory, your Field Engineer can be of service to your
maintenance engineers by conducting informal classes on test

Ordering— There are many

and calibration procedures, trouble- shooting techniques, and

types of oscilloscopes, each designed for aspecific application

general maintenance.
If you are responsible for the maintenance of alarge quanity
of Tektronix Instruments, ask your Field Engineer about the free
factory training course in maintenance and calibration.

area. Your Field Engineer can
help you select the one best
suited to your present and future needs, and he will be happy
to arrange a demonstration of
the instrument ... in your appli-

Operation— Your Tektronix

cation if you so desire.
If you are aPurchasing Agent

Oscilloscope can be most useful
to you when you are familiar
with all control functions. Your

or Buyer, your Field Engineer
or his secretary can help you with information on prices, terms,
shipping estimates, and best method of transportation on instru-

Field Engineer will be glad to
demonstrate the use of your instrument in various applications

ments, accessories, and replacement parts.

to help you become more familiar with its operation. If your

Communications— Your

instrument is to be used by

Field Engineer is a valuable
communication link between
you and the factory. He knows

several engineers, your Field
Engineer will be happy to conduct informal classes on its
operation in your laboratory.

the exact person to contact in
each circumstance, and he can
reach that person fast and easily.
Let him help speed your comInstrument Reconditioning
—An older Tektronix Oscilloscope, properly reconditioned,
can give you many additional
years of service. Your Field
Engineer will gladly explain the
advantages and limitations of
factory

reconditioning,

and

make the necessary arrangements
if you decide in favor of it.
Many major repair and recalibration jobs can be performed at anearby Field Repair
Station. Ask your Field Engineer
about this at- cost service to

munications with the factory on
any problem related to your
Tektronix Instruments.

2

Tektronix, Inc.
P.O. Box 831 • Portland 7, Oregon

Phone Cypress 2-2611 • TWX-PD 311 • Coble: TEKTRONIX
TEKTRONIX FIELD OFFICES: Albertson, L. I., N.Y. • Albuquerque • Bronsville, N.Y. • Buffalo
Cleveland • Dallas • Dayton • Elmwood Pork, Ill. • Endwell, N.Y. • Houston • Lothrup Village,
Mich. • East Los Angeles • West Los Angeles • Minneapolis • Mission, Kansas • Newtonville,
Mass. • Polo Alto, Calif. • Philadelphia • Phoenix • Son Diego • Syrocuse • Towson, Md.
Union, N.J. • Willowdole, Ont.
TEKTRONIX ENGINEERING REPRESENTATIVES: Arthur Lynch & Assoc., Ft. Myers, Fla.,
Gainesville, Flo.; aivins es Caldwell, Atlanto, Ga., High Point, N. C.; Hawthorne Electronics,
Portland, Ore., Seattle, Wash.; Hytronic Measurements, Denver, Colo., Solt Lake City, Utah.
Tektronix is represented in 20 overseas countries by qualified engineering orgonixotions.

Tektronix customers.
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BILITY PLUS
Pinta

BECAUSE

For applications where
maximum reliability and
long life are the determining factors, North
flat spring relays have
proven themselves completely reliable over the
years — are continuing to
prove themselves more
than amillion times aday
by performing vital control functions with "reliability plus."

1. North relays have knife-edge armature pivots — no
friction, no lubrication, no wear!

2. North relays have flap type residuals — distributing
armature blow over entire core face — no holing
or pitting of core to alter air gap and critical adjustment
as with pin or screw type residuals.
North flat spring relays are available in alarge variety of
coils, frames, spring materials, contact materials,
spring arrangements and mounting brackets to
meet any specification.
INDUSTRIAL

NORTH ELECTRIC COMPANY
8411 SOUTH MARKET STREET o GALION, OHIO
Available in Canada through Er csson Telephone Sales of Canada, Ltd., Mon'rea• 8, P. Q.
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New England Eyes R&D Payoff
69 show next week sparks push for sales upswing.
area firms see ' 59 and ' 60 as key growth years.

Northeast

Engineering- in-

depth, strong position in military electronics buoy optimism

BOSTON—FORTIFIED IN DEPTH 1W heavy R&D investment New England electronics industry stages
its big show here next week in a " payoff" atmosphere.
"Today's Electronic Devclipments—Tools for lomorrow" is theme of NEREM ( Northeast Electronics Research and Engineering Meeting) on Wednesday and Thursday at Mechanics Building.
A bigger slice of production volume is ' 59 target
for many of the area's research-based companies.
Item: One firm specializing in data control, with
high engineering cost ratios for several years, will
do $4-5 million in ' 58 sales, already sees this doubling
in ' 59 with bread-and-butter contracts now in the
works. Area firms in general look to ' 59 and '60 as
growth years, especially in view of New England's
strong position in military electronics.
With more than 200 exhibits, and attendance,
expected to total between 5,000 and 6,000, NEREN
claims fourth place among national electronics
shows, although it was graduated only a year ago
from regional status.
NEREN I sponsors— Boston, Connecticut and
Western
lass. sections of IRE—shun door prizes,
etc., in nourishing show's growth. " Promoting
registration and improving the program arc our only
gimmicks," comments NEREM official.
Nearly one-half of booths have been booked by
"outside" manufacturers. Policy limits reps to two
booths each. Many reps have talked some of their
manufacturers into taking individual displays.

Harvard and Hanscom Field, home of AF Cambridge Research Center and Lincoln Laboratory.
Stemming from this concentration is the astonishing development of Massachusetts Route 128, " Electronics Ilighway."
An electronics firm on Route 128 recently went
into the equity market, offering common shares at
16. Within hours after sale opened, stock zoomed
to 26, and financial observers attributed it in part to
"the glamour of Route 128." With electronics as
the core, new industrial communities have mushroomed along the highway rimming Boston.
Industry estimates on New England's share of
national gross factory sales of electronic products
this year range from 13 to 16 percent. It is generally agreed the area will produce $ 1.1 billion—out
of a national volume estimated at $8.4 billion.
Growth in next decade is expected to make electronics New England's largest industrial activity. In
Massachusetts, it's now close behind shoe-leather
and textiles, with more than 65,000 Bay Staters
earning their livelihood in this key growth segment
of the industrial picture. 1\ lassachusetts takes fourth
place in gross factory sales of electronic products—
after New York, California and New Jersey.

Electronic Warfare

NEREM's 44 technical papers stress research and
design engineering,. in keeping with New England's
R&D strength. Although sponsors planned to go
outside to agreater degree this year for papers, quick
response from area scientists and engineers resulted
in the bulk of the program representing the Northeast. Carrying out R&D payoff atmosphere, an
evening session will be held on inventions and patnts—three papers on the inventor's viewpoint and
ncommercial and legal aspects.
New England electronics industry boasts more
than 600 firms, plus what a top industry executive
recently called " the most impressive concentration
anywhere of advanced technological educational
facilities and talents."
Nucleus includes MIT,
ELECTRONICS business issue — November 14, 1958

Only umpires see the "big picture" as opposing forces
move to engage each other on Navy's new $7-million
electionic warfare simulator. (See story p 30)
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ALONG THE WAY... OF

Arm

8000- POUND 'BRAIN' FLIES TWA
TO $PACE RESEARCH PROJECT

ATA REDUCTION SYSTEMS FLY
FAST TWA AiR
UNCRATED...FROM THE WEST COAST
TO DEFENSE INDUSTRY
IN COLUMBUS, OHIO, FOR TOP
PRIORITY RESEARCH WORK. CAREFUL
HANDLING ELIMINATES CRATING
COSTS, ASSURES SAFETY OF
SHIPMENT FOR SYSTEMS D/V/S/ON
OF BECKMAN INSTRUMENTS,
INC., ANAHEIM, CALIF. AND
TWA AIR FREIGHT SAVES
TIME, TOO...THE "BRAIN"
ARRIVES.NEXT PAY.

SHIPPED
UA/CRATED!

•

eageezzier

DELICATE, COSTLY
COMPONENTS ARRIVE
IN PERFECT
CONDITION BY TWA
AIR FREIGh'T!

k.

SERVING WORLD-WIDE MARKETS...

SHIP

TWA

NEW SUPER SKY MERCHANT
SERVES EUROPE

AIR FREIGHT!

YASTESTANO ONLY DIREC TALL-CARGO
FLIGHTS BETWEEN NEW YORK AND ROME..,

SERVING SHANNON, PARIS, GENEVA AND
MILAN. THIS GREAT NEW TWA SUPER-H
CONSTELLATION IS THE MOST SPACIOUS,
LONGEST RANGE ALL-CARGO AIRCRAFT IN
THE SKY!

oe

?OR PASrON -SO/EDULE DELIVERY
YOUR SHIPMENTS THROUGHOUT THE U.S.
AND OVERSEAS, BOOK THEM ON

TWA JETSTREAM *AND

CONSTELLATION FLIGHTS!

CALL YOUR NEAREST TWA OFFICE OR WRITE:
TWA AIR FREIGHT, 380 MADISON AVENUE/
NEW YORK 17/N.Y.

All TWA Reir cart)/ Air Mall,
Air Freight and —IN THE UNITED STATES — Air 4epacs
*.letslecuen fay service mark owned exclusively hy TWA
MAI ROWE

'
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ENGINEERING REPORT

Sees Boom in Diffused Silicon Transistors
DIFFUSED SILICON transistors will account for
70 percent of all transistors manufactured by 1963.
That's the prediction given recently at the 1958
Electron Devices Meeting of the IRE by J. J.
Ebers of Bell Telephone Labs. Ebers estimated
that the remaining output would be mostly alloyed
germanium units and some of diffused germanium.
He predicted that by 1968 diffused germanium
would exceed alloyed germanium units. Ebers
said 75 percent of all semiconductor diodes by
1963 also would be diffused silicon units. He
declared a " plateau" had been reached in transistor technology, with emphasis now on refinements in the manufacturing process rather than
in the introduction of new transistor types.
JAPANESE RADIOS made abig dent in the U. S.
market for portables in the first half of 1958,
rising to 30.40 percent of the market from 16.43
percent for all of 1957. Figures just obtained from
the Electronic Industries Association disclose that
the market percentage for Japanese sets was 19.51
in the first quarter, 39.70 in the second quarter.
Second quarter breakdown shows: Japanese sets
accounted for 39.82 percent of the market for
transistor radios and 39.37 percent of the market
for non-transistorized sets.
•Japanese Trade Ministry figures indicate that
more radios were exported to the U. S. in the
first half of this year than in all of 1957. Last

year the U. S. imported 102,240 transistorized
units and 539,760 units with tubes, a 642,000
total. In the first half of this year 475,417 transistorized and 194,583 non-transistorized sets were
imported for a670,000 total.
PRODUCTION OF U. S. PORTABLE RADIOS
amounted to 3,265,328 last year, including 1,610,916 transistorized and 1,654,412 non-transistorized
sets, according to EIA. Total for the first half
of ' 58 is 1,533,946, of which 1,076,413 are transistorized and 457,533 non-transistorized portables.
•EIA reports that the U. S. market for transistorized radios in the first half of 1958 amounted
to 1,331,830 units; total 1957 market was 1,713,156
units. Market for non-transistorized portables
totaled 652,116 in the first six months; year's total
in ' 57 was 2,194,172.
TRAVELING WAVE TUBES may account for
$7 million worth of production orders for the
electronics industry in 1959. That's the estimate
Hans Jenny, Manager, Microwave Engineering,
RCA Electron Tube Division, gave the IRE 1958
Electron Devices Meeting. This year, he said.
twt's "were placed on a full production basis for
the first time" and were accepted as "a reliablesystems component." In recent years, laboratory
facilities have been turning out twt's for countermeasures and other military uses.

TECHNICAL DIGEST
•Automatic bandwidth control
for f-m tropospheric scatter receiver gives up to 10 db improvement in reliability or corresponding increase in channel capacity,
reduction in power needs or reduction in antenna size. Circuit used
bv Collins derives d-cvoltage from
r-f carrier signal to change bias
of cathode follower amplifiers.
thereby varying the Q of several
resonant circuits in i
famplifiers so
as to reduce bandwidth when received signal approaches threshold
level.

•Effect of freezing and thawing cycles or heat shock on clay
products can be determined nondestructively by vibrating sample
at its resonance frequency and

measuring dynamic modulus of elasticity. Lengthwise vibration is induced by transducer fed by variable
audio generator.
Transducer at
other end of sample feeds maximum signal to scope at resonance,
from which the modulus can easily
be determined. Technique is used
in France.

•Ion microscope developed in
Germany shows promise in studying interactions of ions and matter. Object is supported on silvercoated carbon film that serves as
cathode of electrostatic objective
lens. After passing through specimen, ion beam is absorbed in silver
film, causing emission of electrons
that are used to form image of object. Resolving power is still in-
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ferior to that of best electron microscopes, though theoretically it
should be better because wavelength of ion beam is much shorter.

•Frequencysidestepping reduces
binary signaling errors in radio circuits affected by multipath propagation. In Rixon Electronics technique, both receiver and transmitter
arc synchronously shifted to new
carrier frequency after reception
of signal over shortest path, so inherent selectivity of receiver blocks
undesired signals arriving over
longer paths. Number of frequency
shifts needed before returning to
original frequency is determined
by time difference between longest
and shortest paths and by signaling
element duration.
25

MEETINGS AHEAD
Nov. 17-20: Magnetism and Magnetic
Materials, AIEE, APS, IRE, ONR,
Sheraton Hotel, Philadelphia.
Nov. 17-20: Weather Radar Conf.,
Univ. of Miami, Miami Beach, Fla.
Nov. 17-21: Space Flight Engineering Conf. and Exposition, American
Rocket Society, Statler-Hilton Hotel,
New York City.

Plastic balloon houses antenna of new radar system that detects target altitude without mechanical motion

Electronic Scan Ups Radar Range
GREATER RANGE is claimed for an
electronic-scanning radar recently
revealed
by
Hughes
Aircraft.
It is ealled the Frescanar. Scanning
in the vertical direction is accomplished by varying frequency of the
applied electromagnetic energy.
The radar is still rctated in azimuth mechanically, but a spokesman for Hughes says the principle
now applied to altitude search can
be applied to azimuth search. Reports are that the firm will complete development in this direction
by next year.
Improved range performance is
said to result from concentrating
energy in a pencil-shaped beam.
Many ground radars transmit fanshaped beams from one antenna to
get azimuth data.
Information on range of the new
system is being withheld, although
Hughes reports " from 20 to 50 percent" greater range.

tronically to the radar processing
center. This unit converts visual
target data into digital form, sends
it to a weapons monitoring center.
battalion operations centers and

The group commander at weapons monitoring center has complete

Dec. 3-5: Eastern Joint Computer
Conf., AIEE, ACM, IRE, BellevueStratford Hotel, Philadelphia.

information on aircraft in his
area. He can select and assign targets to appropriate missile batteries. The battalion commander operating the battalion operations
center feeds information to the
weapons complex to coordinate and
distribute fire power.

Moon Probe Carries
Electronics Package

Dec. 4-5: Vehicular Communications,
Annual Meeting, PGVC of IRE,
Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
Dec. 9-11: Mid-America Electronics
Convention, MAECON, Municipal
Auditorium, Kansas City, Mo.
Jan. 12-14: Reliability and Quality Control, 5th Nat. Symp., PGRQC of
IRE, ASQC, El-t, Bellevue-Stratford hotel, Phila.
Jan. 21-23: Southwest Electronic Exhibit, Arizona State Fairgrounds,
Phoenix, Ariz.
Jan. 29-30: Long-Distance Transmission by Waveguides, Institution of
Electrical Engineers, London, England.
Feb. 12-13: Transistor & Solid-State
Circuit Conf., AIEE, PGCT of
IRE, Univ. of Penn., Phila.
Mar. 3-5: Western Joint Computer
Conf., AIEE, ACM, IRE, Fairmont
Hotel, San Francisco.
Mar. 23-26: Institute of Radio Engineers, IRE National Convention.
Coliseum & Waldorf-Astoria Ihotel,
New York City.

counterpart of the missile master
system designed to control the
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Dec. 2-4: Reliable Electrical Conneenections, EIA, Statler-Hilton Hotel,
Dallas.
Dec. 3-5: Global Communications,
AIEE, PGCS of IRE, Colonial InnDesert Ranch, St. Petersburg, Fla.

An Army contract has been
awarded to Hughes for construction of three of the new radars.
They will go in the Army's missile
monitor system, which is the field

In operation, the radar detects
targets in range, bearing and altitude. The information is fed elec-

Nov. 19-21: Electrical Techniques in
Medicine and Biology, AIEE, ISA,
PGNIE of IRE, Nicollet Hotel,
Minneapolis.

weapons battery terminal equipment—all part of the missile monitor system.

A separate installation is often
used with conventional systems for
getting altitude information. These
systems require more equipment
and operators. Further reduction
in system size and weight of the
Frescanar is achieved by using
transistors.

Nike-Ajax, Nike-Hercules batteries
protecting U. S. cities.

Nov. 19-20: Northeast Electronics
Research and Eng. Meeting, NEREM, IRE, Mechanics Ilall, Boston.

Lunar probe combines three rockets to get
83.8-lb terminal package in vicinity of moon.
Electronic instruments include magnetometers, micrometeorite impingement transducers, temperature sensors, photoelectric
camera

Mar. 31-Apr. 2: Millimeter Waves
Symposium, Polytechnic Inst. of
Brooklyn, USAF, ONR, IRE, U.S.A.
Signal Research, Engineering Societies Bldg., N.Y.C.
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NEW DISTRIBUTION NETWORK MAKES IMMEDIATELY
AVAILABLE ALL THE IMPORTANT ADVANTAGES OF
BENDIX CONNECTORS
CANADA
SALES

Aviation Electric Ltd.
200 Laurentien Blvd.
Montreal 9, P. Q.

or FICES

Chicago:
4104 N. Harlem Ave.

Orlando:
1922 Taylor Ave.
Winter Park, Fla.

Dallas:
2608 Inwood Rd.

Seattle:
8425 First Ave. S

Los Angeles:
117 E. Providencia Ave.
Burbank

Washington, D. C.
1701 K St., N. W.

New York:
545 Cedar Lane
Teaneck, N. J.

Je

NORTHEAST &
GREAT _AKES STATES

FACTORY
Scintilla Division
Bendix Aviation Corporation
Sidney, N. Y.

Avnet Eectranic Corporation
70 State Street
Westbury. Long Island, N. Y.

WESTERN
STATES

EXPORT

Avnet Corporation

Bendix International Division
Bendix Aviation Corporation
205 E. 42nd St.
New York 17, N. Y.

5877 Rodeo Road
Los Angeles 16, California

JL

MIDDLE AlLANTIC
STATES
med.

Harold H. PowEll Company
2102 Market St.
Philadelphia 3, Penna.

FACTORY
West Coast Branch
Scintilla Division
Bendix Aviation Corporation
117 E. Providencia Avenue
Burbank, California

SOUTHWESTERN'
STATES

SOUTHEASTERN
STATES

Contact Electronics Inc.

Airwork Corporation
International Airport Branch
Miami 48, Florida

2403 Farrington
Dallas Texas

Large inventories of Bendix Electrical Connectors are
now strategically located to assure you rapid delivery,
regardless of your requirements or your location.
Each distribution center is factory- approved and
inspected, and is stocked with connectors and components in an exceptionally wide range of types and
sizes. Assembly and quality control facilities are
maintained in complete accordance with factory
standards and recommendations. Their staffs are

adequate to assure not only immediate service but
also reliable, efficient shipment of your order.
This expanded distribution system, combined with
our greatly enlarged factory production facilities,
makes available to all users the important advancements in engineering and design for which Bendix
Electrical Connectors are favorably known.
We suggest you check the map now for the source
nearest you.

Scintilla Division
SIDNEY, N. Y.
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COMPONENTS and MATERIALS

Barium Titanate
Measures Heat

Jacks designed like collet chucks provide 40-pin connector with . . .

Easy-Matching Contact
Damage from brute force insertion is avoided
when chucks are screwed onto multicontact pins
UNUSUAL DESIGN for multipin connectors will be discussed at the
Third EIA Conference on Reliable
Electrical Connections in Dallas,
December 2-4. The connector uses
the collet chuck principle to obtain
high contact pressure with low
engaging and disengaging forces.
A typical 30-circuit connector, of
the plug and jack type, will probably require 50 to 60 pounds of
force for engagement or disengagement. When these forces arc
applied manually, they can cause
breakage or misalignment of the
connector or associated apparatus.
Connector breakage is reported
to run as high as 50 percent during
system development testing, according to D. G. Blattner and R. H.
Ricker, of Bell Telephone Laboratories. A further trouble source is
disengaging connectors by pulling
on the wires.
The connector developed at Bell
Labs is intended to correct these
problems. Mathematical analysis
of the design indicates that 2.5
million connector insertions could
be made without failure, in a 40pin connector. This is equivalent
to 500 insertion-withdrawal cycles
in system using 5,000 connections.
In actual tests, 200,000 chuck
to pin continuity tests were made
without failure. The connectors
28
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also passed the performance roquirements of MIL-C-5015.
As shown in the diagram, fourjawed chucks are tightened onto
the pins by springs. The springs
are linked to a wing nut which
serves all the chuck-pin pairs in
the connector. Contact pressure
between chucks and pins is about
4,000 psi. Tightening torque is
about nine pounds and loosening
torque is about 6.5 pounds.
One of the Air Force engineers
scheduled to speak at the conference, Galen B. Ele', of Wright
Air Development Center, will comment on methods of joining N3 ires
to contacts of multicontact connectors.
Eley says the Air Force prefers
mechanical pressure connections,
such as crimping, to solder. New
specs require this type of contact.
Where welded connections are
made, he suggests pressure forming
a terminal barrel over the joint
to avoid a high-resistance contact.
A long-standing problem. he
says, is the exclusion of moisture
from connectors subjected to altitude breathing in aircraft. WADC
favors a test in which electrical
tests are conducted while the connector is immersed in water and
air pressure is cycled. R-type connectors have passed this test.

BARIUM TITANATE ceramic, generally used in piezoelectric transducers, is also pyroelectric and could
readily be used to detect and measure heat radiation.
That is the conclusion reached
by a group of Lockheed Missile
System Division researchers.
These men also point out that
since barium titanate piezoelectric
transducers are used over wide
temperature ranges, users should
familiarize themselves with effects
of heat on transducer performance.
The researchers found the pyroelectric effect primary. The polarization change is independent of
the effects of thermal strain on the
material. That barium titanate is
pyroelectric has been known, but
no prior reports on the character
of the pyroelectricitv were found.
The polycrystalline ceramic, it is
reported, is not only sensitive to
heat, but also has a fast response
time. The effective rate of change
of temperature follows the formula:
net absorbed power divided by the
value of specific heat times density
times electrode area times sample
thickness.
Light pulses on the disk produce
pyroelectric pulses. Tests showed
that barium titanate is not photovoltaic. The pulses produced are
the result of radiation heating.

Printed Circuits
Getting Smaller
THERE Will. 13E continually increasing use of printed wiring in
military and consumer electronics,
home appliances, vehicles and toys.
These were market expectations
generally voiced at the Institute
of Printed Circuits' symposium,
"An Analysis of the Next Five
Years for Printed Circuitry", in
Chicago last month.
Speakers seemed less satisfied
with basic materials. There were
calls for improvements in dimensional stability and less brittleness
to solve production problems, as
well as for more consistent electrical
properties and lower cost.
While discussing present tech-
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FIRST
niques, some speakers ventured
predictions on the future shape of
printed circuits:
•Thomas Schlaback, of Bell
Labs, saw circuits getting smaller
and smaller until active circuit
elements arc grown in a single
crystal.
•Edward Lorenz, IBM, feels
miniature equipment will turn to
lines and spacing as fine as 0.002
to 0.010 inch, with widths of 0.010
to 0.018 inch coming in on a production basis in five years.
•J. J. Staller, of American Bosch
Arma, pointed out that component
miniaturization is making circuit
line and pad dimensions the limiting factor in efficient use of board
arca. The result will be smaller
line widths, closer tolerances, twosided circuitry and a limitation on
standardized layouts.
Among the potential design
trends reviewed by Staller were:
welding of components into sticks,
construction of circuits and components on ceramic or glass wafers,
and the vacuum deposition of circuits as molecular coatings.
James Shickel, of GE, foresees a
"gold mine" for printed wiring in
home appliances once that industry
is convinced printed wiring can
carry the loads required: 20 amps
continually and 50 amps during
surges of about 15 seconds. In five
years, Shickel said, there will be
adhesives and economical base materials which will take the temperatures required to fry eggs.

1,040 Mile
Pulse Doppler Radar uses

HYCON EASTERN CRYSTAL FILTERS

Hycon Eastern Selective Doppler
Amplifier ... shown 1
2
/
size
Section

of

Doppler

Receiver

showing banks of Hycon Eastern
Selective Doppler Amplifiers

Mai

Leg

11

Millstone Hill
84

II

Radar Antenna

11

The problems in long range radar for today's ballistic missile
defense systems require solutions that are unique yet reliable.
Meeting these criteria is the Lincoln Laboratory's "Millstone
Hill System". Working closely with Lincoln Laboratory on the
transient response problems, Hycon Eastern provided "comb

New Plastic in
Pilot Production
NEW THERMOPLASTIC, polvcarbonate resin, is in commercial production with startup of a semi-works
plant at GE's Chemical and Metallurgical division. Presently made as
a molding compound for components such as terminal blocks, connector housings and coil forms,
Lexan can also be dissolved for solution coating and cementine.
Impact strength is 12-16 ft.
lbs./in.; tensile strength, 9,00010,500 psi; flexural strength, 11,00013,000 psi; continuous heat resistance, 250-275 F and dielectric
constant, 3.17. It is transparent,
colorable and glossy.

set" crystal filters and associated circuitry forming complete
networks termed Selective Doppler Amplifiers.
Hycon Eastern offers a unique customer service by assuming
total responsibility for exact pulse output. All crystal filters are
tested and aligned under simulated operating conditions, using a
pulsed input. Transistor amplification, active impedance transformation, and detector circuitry are provided for complete
compatibility with the total system. These integrated units are
delivered ready for immediate use.
Hycon Eastern is presently supplying crystal filter banks for
airborne intercept, bomber defense, shipborne and land based
detection and tracking systems. Write for Crystal Filter Bulletin.
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MILITARY BUSINESS

Navy Unveils War Simulator
Multimillion- dollar
computers

and

complex

of

communications

helps train future commanders
\VY LAST WEEK lifted the wraps from its Naval
Electronic Warfare Simulator ( NEWS), pet dream
of naval planners since 1945, and in development
for the last three years. The NEWS, a $7-million
complex of communications, controls and computers, is designed to make possible two-sided war
games under extremely realistic tactical conditions.
The system fills a 'wing of big, old Sims Hall at
the Naval War College, Newport, R.I. It was designed by the Navy Electronics Laboratory at Point
Loma, Calif., and built by that lab and a handful
of West Coast contractors.
NEWS can bring together two opposing sides of
24 " forces" each. Forces can be anything from a
single aircraft or destroyer to a carrier task force.
These forces engage each other in real time ( or
even twice or four times real time), strike at each
other as directed by student commanders, and sustain damage which is computed electronically.
Even the essentially random nature of damage
has been taken into consideration. Both the probability of hit and the extent of damage arc determined
by generated noise. In computing a hit, a gate is
opened which may or may not pass a noise pulse;
in resolving the extent of damage, noise pulses passing through an opened gate are counted.
Other component subsystems of the NEWS are
parameter storage, built by Librascope, which stores
factors in the strike equation for any of Navy's 20
weapon types against any possible target; control-

function computer built by Berkeley, which produces the voltages, proportional to hit probability
and extent of damage, which in turn govern the hit
and damage resolvers; and acquisition switch matrix,
built by Packard-Bell, which connects the correct
force and weapon to its selected target.
Control- function computer and hit and damage
resolvers are time-shared. Necessary parameters
switched out of the storage unit by the acquisition
matrix are fed to a rotating switch which samples
every one of the 192 possibilities once asecond.
The 48 forces are governed from 20 command
centers. The command centers closely resemble
actual shipboard flag plots, control from one to four
forces. Each force can be armed with four weapons
or weapon groups that constitute its striking power.
Commanders get radar or sonar data and identifying
information about targets in accordance with preset
realistic conditions.
Position of each force at any moment during play
is computed by one of 48 navigation computers,
built by DuMont Airplane & Marine Instrument.
These computers are preset in advance of the game
so that a commander cannot maneuver his force
except within its actual limitations.
When acommander acquires aspecific target, his
position and target position, plus the characteristics
of the weapon with which he chooses to strike,
become inputs to the control- function computer.
This gates the two resolvers, which produce hit data
and reduce the effectiveness of the target.
Umpires watch whole play in a darkened amphitheatre next to master control room. Action is optically projected on a wall-size screen by 48 lamps
slaved to the nay computers ( see photo p 23).

CONTRACTS

MILITARY ELECTRONICS
• &mare intercept missile testing facilities will be moved from
Cape Canaveral, Fla., to the Air
Proving Ground Center missile site
on Santa Rosa Island near Fort
Walton, Fla. The move is expected
to be completed lw late 1959. The
site will also be used for training
missile crews. Communications and
radar
tracking equipment for
Bomarc is sold directly to IIq., Air
Materiel Command, Rome Al.'
Depot, Griffiss AFB, Rome, N. Y.
Electronic ground equipment for
USAF missile sites bought by
Rome amounts to approximately
30

$100 million a year. With more
missiles becoming operational, this
annual spending figure is rising.
•Electronic components market
for resistors, switches, capacitors,
tubes, transformers, etc., at Dayton
AF Depot, Gentile AF Station,
Dayton, Ohio, amounts to about
$100 million a year. Components
are used as replacements for operational aircraft and missiles. Funding comes from Air Force operation
and maintenance funds rather than
obligational authority for new
equipment.
November

AWARDED
Northrop is awarded a $ 20 million
contract with AMC for the Snark
missile, spare parts, technical data,
handbooks and bill of materials.
North American receives a $9,099,998 contract with AMC for research in supersonic environment
for Phase Idevelopment program
for the B-70 bomber.
Teletype Corp. receives a $ 2,170,744 contract with CAA for ultrahigh speed Teletype equipment in14, 1958 — ELECTRONICS business issue

Precision Components . another Kearfott capability.
eluding selectors, transmitters, tape
perforators, switching boards and
associated equipment.
Boeing gets a $ 1,250,000 contract
with AMC for KC- 135A, type
MB-26 flight simulators, spare
parts, special tools, installation service data.

highfémperature
nwonents

United ElectroDynamics is awarded
a $ 1-million production contract
with AMC for transistorized telemetry systems to be used on Atlas,
Titan and Thor.
Emerson Radio tir Phonograph
gets four contracts with AMC: $ 8
million for production of a flight
load recorder set which employs a
new concept in magnetic recording
and provides information on stress
loads experienced by airborne vehicles during flight; $ 300,000 for
airborne radar control sets, AN/
APW-20, for use on the. Martin
Mace missiles, TM-76A and TM76B; $ 2 million for recording set,
data playback, auxiliary test set,
engineering and technical data; and
$1 million for an advanced radar
beacon.
RCA gets contracts with AMC
amounting to $ 3million for deveJopment and production refinement
of acomputer diode, apower rectifier, a general-purpose transistor
and a power transistor. Environmental temperature requirements
are: operation at 400 C; case must
withstand 600 C. Gallium arsenide
and indium phosphide will be
used.
Philco will build eight high resolution airborne systems for Army
Signal Supply Agency under a $ 2.5million contract. Compact enough
to be used in most operational
aircraft, the radar uses anew signal
processing technique known as
"REDAP."
Raytheon receives a $497,933 contract with Army Boston Ordnance
District for repair parts for the
ground-to-air Hawk missile. This
procurement will include an estimated 40 percent of subcontracting of electronic components, such
as resistors, capacitors, inductances
and common hardware.

Kearfott components for missile and
aircraft systems can provide optimum performance at temperatures
as high as 200°C. Moreover, this
peak performance is unaffected by
2000-cps vibration and 50-G shock.
Kearfott's compact, light-weight
and corrosion-resistant components
provide this consistent record of
accuracy:
Synchros: Sizes 8 through 25. Errors as
low as 20 seconds from E. Z.
Motor- generators: Sizes 8 through 18.
Linearity of 0.01%.
Servomotors: Sizes 8 through 25.
Wound for transistorized
amplifiers.
Kearfott research is continually developing even more
accurate and more durable components ... preparing for the
needs of tomorrow. For details, write today or contact
your nearest Kearfott sales office.
Engineers: Kearfott offers challenging opportunities
in advanced component and system development.
MINIM

ke
att
KEARFOTT COMPANY, INC., LITTLE FALLS, N.. J.
A Subsidiary of General Precision Equipment Corporation
Soles and Engineering Offices 1378 Main Ave Clifton, N. J.
Midwest Office, 23 W Calendar Ave I. o Grange Ill South Central Office 6211 Denton Drive, Dollas, Texas
West Coast Office 253 N Vinedo Avenue. Pasadena. Calif
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reciones & Lamson Comparators help us make difficult inspection
jobs easy. Delicate, intricately-shaped parts are inspected speedily
and accurately. Our savings in time and money are substantial."

checking the critical dimensions
of an armature commutator

new " T" rail is one of many parts
held to very close tolerances

Many manufacturers of mass-produced precision parts and components face these
demanding inspection requirements: — Speed, to keep pace with production;
Extreme accuracy, for tolerances as close as .0001"; Flexibility, because of variety
of parts, and different types of inspections and measurements needed; Reliability,
for sure quality control; Ease of operation and maintenance, for steady day- in, dayout performance.
THE LIONEL CORPORATION is but one of many, many firms that have found
Jones & Lamson Optical Comparators fill all these requirements.
J&L Optical Comparators are available in arange of 13 different models, both
bench and pedestal types. Write today for our new Comparator Catalog L05700.
"World's oldest and largest builder of precision optical comparators"

ra JONES

LAM SON

MODEL PC- 14

JONES & LAMSON MACHINE COMPANY, Dept. 710,539 Clinton Street, Springfield, Vermont

32

CIRCLE 16 READERS SERVICE CARD
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NEW

PRODUCTS

being initiated when a limit is
reached. Limits arc set by pointers
that may be turned easily anywhere

on the dial. Control action may be
any of a number of forms. In
presently available models of the
wattmeter, capacity of the field coil
ranges from one to 20 amperes a-c.
The instruments are calibrated so
that with a given amperage limit,
watts may be read and controlled
on the dial when nominal voltage
is 110, 220 or 440 a-c. Circle 50
on Reader Service Card.

to withstand shocks of 2,000 g for
11 millisec, vibrations of 30 g up
to 2,000 cps and acceleration of
5,000 g. It may be used either as
amodulator or ademodulator. and
being an inertialess device it can
be driven from d-c to hundreds of
kc, symmetrically, nonsymmetrically
or randomly. "[he switching cir-

cuitry provides stability and freedom from drift over awide temperature range, — 40 C to + 80 C.
Circle 51 on Reader Service Card.

Wattmeter

locking contact
ASSEMBLY PRODUCTS, I
NC., Chesterland, Ohio. Direct monitoring and
control of electrical power by a
single instrument is now possible
with a new locking contact wattmeter. With the locking feature,
high and/or low limits of wattage
may be preset, with control action

Tiny Chopper

transistorized
STATE En tI
RONICS CO.,
8158 Orion Ave., Van Nuys, Calif.
Nlodel 60 transistorized nonmechanical chopper features extremely
small size ( 4- in. diameter b 1 in.
long), and is solidly encapsulated

SOLID

Po III.R & BRuNiFiELD, Ixc., Princeton, Ind., has announced asubminattire, lightweight, armature type
relay for commercial and industrial
control applications. 11 KM relay
occupies about 0.3 cu in.. weighs
oz and operates on :is little as
750 DM. It provides switching

arrangements up to 3 pdt; it
switches up to 2amperes at 113 y
60 cps. resistive loads and provides
mer a million operations at rated
load. A d-c operated relay, it can
be furnished for voltages up to
48 v. Some present applications
include automatic traffic control
systems and automatic weather stations. Circle 52 on Reader Service
Card.

width power amplifier aving frequency response from d-c to 50 kc

at full output of Sw, peak. At reduced power output the responsc
extends from clc to 180 kc. The
unit accepts either balanced or unbalanced inputs and amplifies these
signals to deliver S w into a 130ohm balanced load. Amplifier has
avoltage gain of 82. Circle 53 on
Reader Service Card.

Subminiature Relay

armature

type

Power Amplifier

timing signal type
\EMS-CLARKE CO., 919 Jesup Blair
Drive, Silver Spring, Md. ' I'vpc
TSA-100 timing signal amplifier is
designed for distribution service in
data transmission systems. It is a
fully transistorized, wide band-

Counter

four display units
\EROTRONIC
ASSOCIATES,
I
NC.,
Concord, N. II.
Model 1501
counter is designed for use by the
engineer who is primarily concerned with measurements in the

audio range from 1 cps to 25 kc.
The basic unit includes four multivibrator type digital display units
and their associated input and
gating amplifiers. Options available include an internal 1 second •
gate generator ( 60 cycle line frequcncv time base), and/or an
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DYNASE

ASSEMBLY EQUIPMENT

"Increased Our PW Board
Production from

internal millisecond time mark
generator for measuring pulse .
widths. Printed circuits are used
throughout. Basic counter is priced
at $ 225. Circle 54 on Reader Service Card.

4to 20 Units Per Hour
CUT LABOR COST
80%"

Tiny Connectors
side mounted

. . . Says Nathan Bylock, Production
Manager, Tcletronics Laboratory, Westbury, Long Island, N. Y
"The speed and efficiency of the Dynasert method has enabled us
to become competitive in this field which is indicated by our current
$500,000 contract from the U. S. Air Force.
"Our Dynasert machines are currently inserting
and 1- watt resistors into printed circuit boards used in Clear Text Monitors. One
operator can average 1,000 insertions per hour.
"Our old method produced four boards per man-hour
while the Dynasert method produces 20 boards per man hour. The
savings in efficiency have more than paid for our machine investment in less than 6 months. Our floor space required was cut 90%
for the inserting operations."
If you are inserting components by hand, the same type of production savings can be yours. Call us as soon as you are ready to cut
your component inserting costs.

DEJUR-ANISCO CORP., 45-01 Northern Blvd., Long Island City 1,
N. Y. The new series G miniature
rectangular connectors are designed
for space-saving side mounting.
The reverse pin and socket construction is adaptable to various
pin arrangements that accommodate different circuit requirements.
Overall width varies from less than
1 in. to approximately ; in., and
athickness of only ; in. to slightly
over 4 in. Side mounting feature
also permits stacking of several
units for amore compact assembly.
Circle 55 on Reader Service Card.

tibitriew,
Resistors
axial- lead type

SHOE
140
34

adallast.,
MACHINERY

FEDERAL

STREET,

CORPORATION

BOSTON,

MASSACHUSETTS

CIRCLE 17 READERS SERVICE CARD

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO., 407 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. An
improved all-welded construction,
which removes the danger of open
resistance elements from cold soldered joints or of melted internal
solder connections when resistors
are subjected to excessive overload,
is afeature of these axial-lead Koolohm resistors. The use of ceramic-
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insulated wire permits higher resistance values in agiven size than
in conventional resistors. Complete performance characteristics
are given in engineering bulletin
7300, available on letterhead request.

THOR

TITAN

ATLAS

BOMARC

POLARIS

TALOS

jrt

UHF Amplifiers
low noise
EWEN KNIGHT CORP., Needham
Heights 94, Mass. The two-stage
grounded-grid amplifiers of the
EK/LNA series feature low noise
figure, excellent r-f shielding and
simplified tube replacement. The
Western Electric type 6280 coplanar triode is used in a special
socket which offers mechanical
rigidity, efficient cooling, and onestep disassembly for tube removal.
The amplifiers are available with
either cavity-type or line-type interstage and output coupling. Amplifiers are also supplied with i
f
conversion to 30 or 60 mc. Circle
56 on Reader Service Card.

THERE IS A REASON...why CHRISTIE
was selected as the principal source of
D- C Power Supplies for all the above
projects... RELIABILITY
CHRISTIE'S rigid Quality Control is approved by the A. E. C.
and leading Aircraft and Missile Manufacturers.

CHRISTIE ELECTRIC CORP.
3410 W. 67th St., Los Angeles 43, Calif., Dept. EL

Trimmer Pot
superminiature

Precisely regulated Power Supplies of permanent stability. Ratings up to 1500
amperes. Bulletin on Standard Militarized units available on request.

DALE PRODUCI S, I
NC., BOX 136,
Columbus, Neb., announces anew
superminiature wire wound trimmer
potentiometer, designated the 750,
rated at 2 w up to 70 C ambient.
Featuring rugged construction and
completely sealed case, it is able to
meet the most stringent environELECTRONICS business issue— November

14,

1958

CIRCLE

18

READERS SERVICE CARD
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mental conditions. It has an 18
turn trimming screw. Clutch arrangement prevents breakage due
to over-excursion. Shaft torque is
5 in./oz maximum. Eleven standard resistance values provide aselection from 100 ohms to 30 K ohms.
Standard tolerance is ± 5percent.
Resolution is 0.1 to 1 percent depending on resistance value. Circle
57 on Reader Service Card.

the mounting panel. Capable of
operation in high ambient temperatures (with proper derating), the
unit lends itself to military and aircraft applications. Circle 59 on
Reader Service Card.

Oscilloscope
very compact

...not at
‘n
enceee
'
lrchec

in Southern California!
We

have

open

important

career

JAMES MILLEN M FG.
CO.,
INC., Malden, Mass. Model 90923
is a 31 in. high rack panel type
general purpose oscilloscope utilizing the type 3XP-3 in. by 11 in.
rectangular face tube. New scope
has a 2-cps to 30-kc linear sweep.
Trace is very sharp and bright due
to 2,000 y accelerating potential.
Balanced deflection amplifiers: vertical-7cps to 125 kc -±- 2db, 0.12
v mis per cm; horizontal- 2 cps to
125 kc ±- 2db, 0.14 vmis per cm.
Circle 58 on Reader Service Card.
THE

positions

NOW at all levels ir our small

engineering groups. At Berdix-Pacific
we encourage and promote the full use
of your talents—you can realize your
potential in tomorrow's technology.
If you are qualified in one of these fields
MISSILE GUIDANCE
TELEMETERING
AIRBORNE RADAR
MISSILE HYDRAULICS
& MARINE HYDRAULICS
SONAR
& ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE

Logic Breadboard
magnetic core
CONTROLS, I
NC., 40 Leon
St., Boston, Mass. A new magnetic
core logic breadboard consists of up
to 23 magnetic core logical elements (CTL-50 or CTL-100) plds
drivers on a p-c panel suitable for
mounting in astandard 19-in. rack.
Dimensions are 19 in. wide, 101 in.
high and U in. deep. All logical
connections are brought out to
plug-in terminals for patch-cord
connection. Any desired logical
connection can be set up quickly
and easily for experimental evaluation of a proposed logical system
or for training in magnetic core
logic. Patch-cords are supplied
with the breadboard. Circle 60
on Reader Service Card.
DI-AN

Please write W. C. Walker your qualifications
or fill in the coupon and mail it today.

W. C. Walker, Engineering Employm't Mgr.
Bendlx-Pacific, Bendix Aviation Corp.
1160, Sherman Way, No. Hollywood, Calif.
Iam interested in (check one)
CI Electrical 1:1 Mechanical Engineering
Iam a graduate engineer with
degree
I am not a graduate engineer but have
years experience.
Name
Address
City
Zone
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State

Rheostat
miniaturized

te=lte

OHMITE M FG. CO., 3698 Howard
St., Skokie, Ill. Model E rheostat
is a unit smaller than many 1- or
2-w, film or composition potentiometers, yet capable of 121 w
dissipation at 40 C. This ceramic
and metal unit is only i
r in. in diameter, and extends la in. behind ,

Voltage References
two-watt package
TRANSITRON

ELECTRONIC

Wakefield, Mass.

CORP.,

Silicon voltage
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references with low temperature
coefficients are available in the
axial lead two-watt package. Ideal
for limited-space regulator circuits,
these units have temperature coefficients as low as 0.001 percent
per deg C. They provide a stable
reference voltage over the operating
range from — 55 C to + 100 C.
Each reference consists of hermetically sealed glass diodes and may be
operated in any position without
voltage variation. Circle 61 on
Reader Service Card.

New Working Aids
from McGraw-Hill

VACUUM-TUBE AND
SEMICONDUCTOR ELECTRONICS

INTRODUCTION TO
NONLINEAR ANALYSIS

l'rovides a full, pract al understanding of
bask vacuum- tube and semiconductor electronics. Covers the internal .physical behavior and the external circuit characteristics of vacuum, gaseous, and semiconductor devices. Important circuits are treated
in detail, and are analyzed on a physical
basis. Includes material on rectifiers, photodevices, untuned voltage ninplifiers, audio
power amplifiers, feedback amplifiers, and
sinusoidal oscillators.
Ily Jacob Millman.
Prof. of Electrical Engineering, Columbia
University. 644 pp., illus., $ 10.00.

This book provitles the engineer and the
scientist with essential information on
many of the basic techniques for finding
solutions for nonlinear differential equations having a single independent variable.
Includes much information on physical
systems of many types and of real practical
interest— the systems which in modern
practice increasingly require the use of
nonlinear equations in their mathematical
description.
By Walter J. Cunningham.
Prof. of Electrical Engineering, Yale TE
349 pp., 175 charts, diagrams and tables,
$9.50.

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS

ANALOG SIMULATION
Solution of Field Problems

Develops basic concepts common to large
classes of tube and transitor circuits.
General techniques for developing piecewise- linear and incremental linear equivalent circuits, or network models, are presented in considerable detail. Modern circuit theory, augmented by certain new concepts related directly to the electronic
devices, is then used to develop a systematic theory for electronic circuits.
By
E. J. Angelo, Jr., Prof. of Electrical Engineering, Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn.
450 pp., Illus. 99.00.

Pulse Modulator
high power
M ANSON LABORATORIES, I
NC., 207
Greenwich Ave., Stamford, Conn.
Model 270 is an 18 megawatt linetype pulser designed to prove out
and test high powered magnetrons.
The equipment delivers a peak
pulse voltage of 100 kv into a 550ohm load. Peak pulse current is
180 amperes. Pulse widths of 2,
4 and 6 i.esec arc available at a
maximum duty cycle of 0.001.
Circle 62 on Reader Service Card.

Gives a comprehensive survey of analog
techniques and systems for solving field
problems, together with a concise presentation of the mathematical tools necessary
for their optimum utilization. A wide variety of applications are classified according to the partial differential equations
governing the systems. Important data is
summarized in 22 convenient tables.
Ily
Walter
Karplus, Asst. Prof., Dept. of
Engineering, V. of California,
A., lies.,
Engineering Analysis, Inc. 131 pp., illus.,
$10.00.

INTRODUCTION TO
ELECTROMAGNETIC

MATHEMATICS OF PHYSICS
AND MODERN ENGINEERING

ENGINEERING

Supplb•s yce with the required mathematical techniques and principles for keeping up with present-day technology. Covering the full range of modern applied math?matics, it takes up infinite series, vector
field theory, partial differential equations,
probability, numerical analysis, and other
essential topics. Scores of examples and
diagrams help you insure a sound working
knowledge
of
this
vital
mathematical
equipment. By I. S. Sokolnikoff, l'rof. of
Math., and R. M. Redheffer, Assoc. Prof.
of Math., both of U. of Cali fronia, L. A.
14 10 pp., 214 illus., $ 9.50.

This helpful book develops field concepts
as an extension of circuit theory. It obtains Maxwell's equations in the early
chapters. and specializes them to the static
ease. Particular attention is given to static
field theory, with the equivalence principle
applied to related problems.
Introduces
time- varying field theory and completely
defines and interprets field vectors.
By
Roger F. Harrington, Dept. of Electrical
Engineering, Syracuse C.
312 pp., 187
Ulu... $ 8.00.

THE PREDICTION OF
BALLISTIC MISSILE TRAJECTORIES
FROM RADAR OBSERVATION
Develops methods, based on the statistical theory of
parameter estimation, that tqin be used to determine
the trajectories of ballistic missiles. Prime consideration is given to maximum likelihood parameter
estimates.
An extensive analysis of the random
errors associated with predictions based on the
maximum likelihood method is also given. Several
chapters cover changes in the prediction methods
necessary to account for the earth's rotation and
oblateness. By Irwin I. Shapiro, Lincoln Laboratory,
433 pp.. illus., $ 7.00.

MAIL COUPON FOR 10- DAY FREE EXAMINATION
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Dept. L-11-14, 327 W. 41st St., N.Y.C. 36
Send me book(s) checked below for 10 days' examination on approval. In 10 days 1
.
will remit for book(s) I keep plus few cents for delivery costs, and return unwanted
book(s) postpaid. ( We pay delivery costs if you remit with this coupon—sante return
privilege.)
D Millmets—Vac. tube & Semicond. Elect., $ 10.00

Angular Divider
indexes synchros
TIIETA I
NSTRUMENT CORP., 48
Pine St., East Paterson, N. J. An
improved angular divider for indexing synchros and gimbal-mounted

l'unninghain—Intro. to Nonni'. Analysis, $9.50
Angelo-- Electronic Circuits. $9,00

DKarplus—Analoo

( PRINT)
Nano.
Addree;

Simulation, $ 10.on

"j Harrington— Intro. to Electromag. Es90,, $8.00

CitY

D sokatailiatr & Itedlieffei
Mathematics of
Physics and Modern Engineering. $ 0.50

Company

Shapiro—Prediction of Ballistic Missile Trajectories from Radar Observation, $ 7.0o
For price and terms outside U. S.. write McGraw-Hill Intl.. N.Y.C.
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BEATTIE-COLEMAN
Announces
the New
MODEL

ST- 6

Ç
cfe.

Lso
•e.

VARITRON

components features ease of operation and unusual accuracy. The
component under test will be positioned with less than 20 secondsof-arc error. This error represents
the composite of positioning, coupling, and reading errors of the
angular divider. Life tests indicate
that service or recalibration is
usually not required after one year's
operation on a 2-shift, 6-day per
week basis. Adapters for the various
housing and shaft sizes are inexpensive and rapidly replaceable.
Circle 63 on Reader' Service Card.

Modulator Units
pulsed signal source
LEVINTHAL ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS,
I
NC., 760 Stamford Industrial Park,
Palo Alto, Calif. A series of three
related modulator units provide a
versatile group for driving a wide
range of magnetrons, klystrons, or
traveling-wave tubes. They are particularly useful in tube-development work or for incoming tube
inspection by equipment manufacturers. Models 75M-1, 75M-2, and
75M-3 modulators offer peak pulse
powers respectively of 0.6, 1.2, and
2 megawatts. Circle 64 on Reader
Service Card.

Rugged
o

•-%

o

Reliability

Plan now to establish your plant,
branch plant, warehouse or regional
office in Jacksonville. Write for THE
JACKSONVILLE STORY, including a special port folder. Or ask for a specialized
and confidential survey of Jacksonville,
built around your own needs.

AT LOW COST

B EATT IE —
COLEMAN inc.
1000 N. Olive St., Anaheim, California
CIRCLE 19 READERS SERVICE CARD
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The Port, with its 34-foot channel,
inter-linking rail, highway and air facilities, has created a great warehousing,
distribution and commercial center. All
Southeastern, Caribbean and LatinAmerican areas and major world ports
are accessible from Jacksonville. The
Intro-Coastal Waterway provides sheltered coastwise barge service. Terminal
and shipyard facilities are ample and
modern.
Excellent industrial sites with waterfront or rail and highway access; inexhaustible industrial water; ample native
manpower available.
Jacksonville is
gracious, cultured, with good schools,
museums, churches and delightful living.

o
o

For more information write to

Strategically situated at the southeastern corner of the U. S. land- mass, Jacksonville's deep-water port is unsurpassed
as an asset for commerce and industry.
1957 traffic-7,095,751 tons of cargo,
an increase of 7.7% over 1956.

IDEAL EVERY DAY FOR WORK AND PLAY

Vidicon
for film broadcast

the City of Jacksonville, Florida
Electric and Water Utilities

M ACHLETT
LABORATORIES I
NC.,
Springdale, Conn. The ML-7291
vidicon provides operation at high

The Committee of One Hundred
Jacksonville Area Chomber of Commerce

604 -E Hogan Street

Phone:

Elgin 3-6161

CIRCLE 20 READERS SERVICE CARD
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IN LESS THAN

4 SECONDS
FROM THIS
TO THIS
OR THIS
WITH THE REVOLUTIONA RY
PRODUCTION AID TOOL !

light levels without deterioration
of picture resolution. It will maintain resolution over a broad signal
range without need for resetting of
the beam level. Uniformity of
picture focus provides optimum
resolution over the entire raster.
ML-7291 provides a super-clean
photo layer free from spots or
blemishes. Circle 65 on Reader
Service Card.

N

TUBE
PROBLEM

"PIG-TAILOR"®

foot operated
No accessories
3 minute set up

$ 125.00

"PIG- TAILORING"
a revolutionary new mechanical process for
higher

production

PREPARATION
Capacitors,

at

and

lower

costs.

ASSEMBLY

Diodes and

of

Fastest
Resistors,

all other axial lead

components for TERMINAL BOARDS,

PRINTED

CIRCUITS and MINIATURIZED ASSEMBLIES.
PIG-TAILORING eliminates: • Diagonal cutters
• Long nose pliers • Operator judgment • 90%
operator training time • Broken components •
Broken leads • Short circuits from clippings •
65% chassis handling • Excessive lead tautness
• Haphazard assembly methods.
PIG- TAILORING provides: • Uniform component
position • Uniform marking exposure • Miniaturization spacing control • " S" leads for terminals • " U" leads for printed circuits • Individual
cut and bend lengths • Better time/rate analysis
• Closer cost control • Invaluable labor saving
• Immediate cost recovery.

Pays for itself in 2 weeks

"S PIN -PIN "®
Close-up

views

"SPIN- PIN"
fast

of

illustrate

assembly

tailored- lead

of

wire

to

Rotary Inverter

high precision
VARO M VO. Co., INC., 2201 Walnut St., Garland, Texas. Operating from standard 28 y d-c input,
the model 4617 rotary inverter delivers 750 va with voltage controlled to ± 0.2 percent and frequency to -± 0.01 percent. A
bimetallic tuning fork controls the
400 cycle output to better than
-± 0.01 percent over atemperature
range of — 55 C to 71 C. The N,oltage is controlled over the same
temperature range to at least -±
0.2 percent of the 115 vby amagnetic amplifier circuit. Circle 66
on Reader Service Card.

terminal.
• No

Training

• No

Pliers

• No

Clippings

• Uniform
• 22

Variable Pulser

Crimps

versatile unit

Sizes

PAYS FOR ITSELF
THE FIRST DAYI
$500

EACH

Write for illustrated

book to Dept 1lEP

,s , I1
20 ,
/

o

BRUNO NEW YORK INDUSTRIES CORP.
DESIGNERS & MANUFAUURERS OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
460 WEST

34th STREET •

CIRCLE 21

NEW

YORK

1, N. Y

TECIINITROL ENGINEERING Co.,
1952 E. Allegheny AN e., Philadelphia 34, Pa. M odel 1010 va riable
pulser is an instrument for converting any type signal source with
arate up to 5mc into standardized
pulses of controlled amplitude and
duration. Possible uses arc for testing components and networks under pulse conditions, as aconstant
high frequency source or " clock"
in experimental computer systems
or in checking pulse circuits. Circle 67 on Reader Service Card.

READERS SERVICE CARD
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You get ...
Greater Reliability
From G- EInductrol*
Voltage Regulators
Because G-E Inductrol voltage regulators are induction devices, there
are no tubes to replace or maintain.
This highly accurate
reliable
and economical voltage- control
equipment has many operating advantages. It has " set it and forget it"
tubeless controls which are unaffected
by power factor, frequency or load
changes. These engineered extras,
plus drift-free controls, make Inductrol regulators one of the world's
most reliable voltage regulators.
For more information write Section 425-15, General Electric Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y.
*Registered trademark of General Electric Company
for Induction Voltage Regulators

Progress Is Our Most /miser/ant Pkoduct

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
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now available

MAMMOTH EXTRUSIONS
Big magnesium and aluminum extrusions produced from Dow's 13,200 ton press
A whole new range of king-size dimensions is now available
for design engineers. Dow's new 13,200 ton extrusion press
at Madison, Illinois, is producing "special" sizes for quick
delivery.

These projects include work for aircraft and

missiles, automotive, building, and highway construction.

Check this list:
1. LARGER EXTRUSIONS.

Sizes

up to a circumscribing

circle of 30"
2. LONGER EXTRUSIONS. Up to 80 feet in length
3. THINNER SECTIONS. Down to 0.125"

Here's what the big press can do in the way of magnesium

4. STEPPED EXTRUSIONS. Solid or hollow

and aluminum extrusions to meet your special requirements.

5. COMBINED HOLLOW EXTRUSION-FORGINGS

FOR

DESCRIPTIVE

LITERATURE

on

the big press, contact your nearest Dow soles office, or write
The Dow Chemical Company, Mid-

YOU

CAN

DEPEND

ON

land, Michigan Dept. MA-1401RN-2.
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Literature of the Week
MATERIALS
Hollow
Glass
Microspheres.
Emerson & Cuming, Inc.. 869
Washington St., Canton, Mass..
announces an 8-page illustrated
brochure entitled " Eccospheres".
It describes a hollow glass microsphere product which is used as a
dielectric material in molding compounds. radomes, heat barriers,
foams, casting resins and ceramics.
Circle 85 on Reader Service Card.
High - Temperature
Material.
Haynes Stellite Co., Division of
Union Carbide Corp., 420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. An
8-page booklet discusses anew material—Haynes silicon nitride—designed to operate up to and over
3,000 F in certain atmospheres.
Circle 86 on Reader Service Card.

COMPONENTS
Stacked Tubes In Glass. Sylvania
Electric Products Inc., 1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y. A recent
issue of Engineering Data Service
deals with the type 7244, a medium-mu double triode featuring
stacked mount design and frame
type and construction. Circle 87
on Reader Service Card.
Stereo Cartridge. CBS-Hvtron,
Parker St., Newburvport, Mass.
Bulletin E-289 gives complete
specifications, an outline drawing,
afrequency response curve, and installation instructions for the Columbia
constant
displacement
stereo cartridge, model SC- 1. Circle
88 on Reader Service Card.
Tubular Capacitors.
General
Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y.
Bulletin GEC- 1518 provides detailed information on the description, operation and application of
Lectrofilm-B tubular capacitors.
Circle 89 on Reader Service Card.
Pressurizing Windows. Bomac
Laboratories, Inc., 1 Salem Road,
Beverly, Mass. A 6-page folder
covers a line of pressurizing windows. Included arc specifications

on choke flange mounted types,
soldered types, and special types.
Circle 90 on Reader Service Card.

EQUIPMENT
Voltage
Limiter.
Electronic
Measurements Co., Inc., Eatontown, N. J. Specification sheet
3066 covers the model 66 voltage
limiter which is used to protect
transistors and other voltage-sensitive devices from damage due to
voltage transients. Circle 91 on
Reader Service Card.
Delayed-Pulse Generator. Hewlett-Packard Co., 275 Page Mill
Road, Palo Alto, Calif. Volume 9
No. 8of the journal contains an illustrated technical description of a
precision delayed-pulse generator
for measuring and generating short
time intervals.
Circle 92 on
Reader Service Card.
'transistor
Servo
Amplifier.
Librascope Inc.. 808 Western Ave.,
Glendale 1, Calif. A two-page brochure describes the model 501-1
miniaturized transistor servo amplifier which features 1
.output over a
wide range of temperatures. Circle
93 on Reader Service Card.
Information
Systems.
Bailey
Meter Co., 1050 Ivanhoe Rd.,
Cleveland 10, Ohio. Field measurements of process variables, made
locally and/or remotely, arc received and displayed in digital form
by the Metrotype information systems, illustrated in new. 8-page
bulletin E72-1: Circle 94 on
Reader Service Card.

FACILITIES
Customized Electronic Equipment. Nuclear Electronics Corp.,
2925 N. Broad St., Philadelphia 32,
Pa. A recent brochure deals with
the company's complete facilities
for subcontract work. It contains
the complete background of the
people who will do the administrative and engineering tasks. Circle
95 on Reader Service Card.
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You get ...
Greater Dependability
From G- Elnductrol*
Voltage Regulators
The G-EInductrol regulator will withstand up to 100% overload for one
hour and still maintain its reliable
long-life operating characteristics.
This feature, coupled with high short
circuit strength (up to 25 times normal current) means the G-E Inductrol regulator can be depended on for
even the most demanding voltage
regulating jobs.
For more information write to
425-14, General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y.
*Registered trademark of General Electric Company
for Induction Voltage Regulators

Progress /sOur Most Important P1ot/vct

CENERAL I ELECTRIC
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FOREIGN BUSINESS

Red China: A Line on Science
Chinese cite advances in electronics.

They say party thinking, not

USSR, brings progress
CommuNisT CHINA'S masters are now talking up recent and future "forward leaps" in electronic technology and automation without crediting the Soviet
Union.
There appears to have been aswitch in the propaganda line lately from praising Soviet assistance to
asserting, in away suggesting that both nationalism
and "face" are involved, that " politics must take
command in technological and scientific work."
A Mandarin language broadcast recently claimed
for the Chinese Communist party the credit for
rapid technological strides in the last few years. It
said the "Communist style of thinking" rather than
a "sudden increase of knowledge and power of the
scientists" has been responsible for recent advances.
Just announced by Peiping was the opening of
new university of science and technology " to train
Communist-minded research workers." . The university is under the joint leadership of the Chinese Red
academy of sciences and ministry of education.
Peiping says the teaching staff includes top men of
the academy's institutes of research.
The Chinese Reds say the university will accelerate training of new scientists so that, " within a
short period, China will catch up with the advanced
nations" in the caliber of scientists. This suggests
a stepped up national scientific rivalry with Russia
based on Chinese Communist disciplines.

Supporting this thesis is the statement, coincident
with the announcement of the opening of the new
university, that the teachers and students built an
electronic computer plant, an electronic instrument
plant and three other factories before the university
was opened.
At the same time Peiping reported that programcontrolled milling machines were among the new
machine tools turned out in September for the
first time.
More recently, in the atomic energy area, Peiping
made these claims without citing Russian aid:
•Production of "many kinds of counter tubes" to
determine the type and intensity of radiation and
"counter telescopes for recording the intensity of
cosmic rays."
•Production of a 50- and a 100-channel pulse
height analyzer which "demonstrates," says Peiping,
"that China has mastered the complicated technique
of atomic electronics."
•Completion of Red China's first induction electron accelerator, a 5
nie' unit, and other accelerators.
•Production of spectrometers for "determining
radiation intensity," a millimicrosccond pulse oscilloscope, isotope separators and "other important
instruments."
•Production of electron microscopes, the first ever
produced in Red China. Program of this plant in
Peiping comprises some other items which could
not be manufactured in Red China until recently:
x-ray apparatus ( 200 scheduled for this year) and
ultrasonic devices. Regular production of transistor
devices will reportedly follow soon.

EXPORTS

DEVELOPMENTS ABROAD
•In Britain anew phosphor compound developed by Ferranti Ltd.
permits radar screens to remember
images for as long as 20 minutes.
Showing of the stored image is
controlled by a button; image can
be erased or recalled any time during the 20-minute period. System
uses phosphors whose luminescence
is visible only when infrared light
of different wavelengths strikes the
radar screen. By beaming these
infrared waves, a rapid series of
images appears. Ferranti says that
with its new phosphors, afterglow is
under operator control and can be
released at any desired intensity so
44

that no image remains when the
next field is presented.
•Australia's Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organization reports development
of atransistorized temperature controller that eliminates the failure of
instrument components to control
variables. Control unit's accuracy is
said to be satisfactory as long as
certain components do not change;
in normal use these parts are said
to remain stable almost indefinitely.
Controller is already in use to maintain temperature levels in heaters
and in other applications.

and IMPORTS
Yugoslavia has just concluded two
manufacturing license agreements
with electronics firms in the West:
•Jugoirnport, Yugoslavian import
agency, reached an agreement with
Marconi of Britain, which permits
Yugoslav manufacture of an airborne automatic direction finder.
Unit is the AD722, developed for
the RAF. British firm will supply
parts for assembling, and will give
technical assistance to the Yugoslav
plant.
•Yugoslav Foreign Trade 1s,o-
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ciation has reportedly reached an
agreement with
Philips under
which five Yugoslav plants will assemble Philips tv sets from parts
imported from Holland. Yugoslav
report says first 1,700 sets will be
assembled by the end of the year
and that, after several years, Yugoslav plants will also make the parts.

a

In Tokyo the Soviet trade mission
has signed a contract with Tovo
Trading Co. for purchase of a $ 30,000 electron microscope made by
the Japan Electronic Industry Research Institute. TOVO says contract
is the fourth the Russians have
signed for an electron microscope
since it was taken off the embargo
list in August. Negotiations are
said to be underway for Soviet purchase of anew electron microscope
with greater magnitude.
In Frankfurt/Main Consolidated
Electrodynamics Corp., of Pasadena, Calif., recently formed asubsidiary to look after Consolidated
interests in Western Europe and
the U. K. Firm hopes to find profitable markets in Europe for its full
range of electronic research and industrial instruments.
United Kingdom Treasury and
Supply Delegation in the U. S. has
awarded acontract to the Avion division of ACF Industries for an undisclosed number of radar beacons.
Britain will use the beacons in missile test firings to extend the tracking range of ground radar.

future at your fingertips...

In the most advanced electronic systems ... where the demands
include operational dependability under rugged

PLANNING TODAY FOR THE ELECTRONIC MIRACLES
OF TOMORROW?

d
You'll want to know more about the many miniature and sub- miniature
HI-G RELAYS designed to bring this future within easy reach /

of your fingertips.

•

An inquiry on your company letterhead is invited.
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BRADLEY FIELD
WINDSOR LOCKS, CONNECTICUT
CIRCLE 25 READERS SERVICE CARD

NOW FEATURING NEW CIRCUITRY

Curtiss-Wright ultra-sensitive
DYNAMIC CAPACITOR ELECTROMETER
Reads as low as
10 -15 AMPS

Japanese firm Sanyo Electric Co.
is making transistor radios for the
Channel Master Corp. under anew
agreement which puts the U.S. tv
antenna manufacturer into the
transistor radio field. Two 6-transistor models are offered initially.
In Britain Solartron Electronic
Group will manufacture products
of Cohn Electronics of San Diego,
Calif., for sale in England and
Europe. New license agreement
launches international operations
for the U.S. firm. Solartron will
make Kin Tel amplifiers and digital
voltmeters at first, and act as export sales agents for other Cohn
products prior to their manufacture
by the British firm.

;

conditions ... the relay specified is HI- G.

with 10 12 ohms resistor

• 10-100-1000 mv scales
• 10- 5 to 10-

14

amps full scale

• Less than 1mv d-ift 'per day
• Accura:y -± 2%
• Input resistance 110 1Çohms
• Short rpsponse time

MODEL 202
Price $1,075
FOB Carlstadt, N.J.
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The Curtiss-Wright Dynamic Capacitor Electrometer is both ahighly sensitive millivoltmeter and
a micro microarnmeter. It can be used to read
low potentials originating in high impedance
sources, insulation resistance, grid currents, static
charges, etc., and as a null detector. In physics
and chemistry, it provides measurement of pH ion
currents in mass spectrometry. Its low drift permits reliable detection of radioactivity for health
physics and reactor control. For complete information, write: Electronic Equipment Sales Dept.

cullussimignir
ELECTRONICS DIVISION

CORPORATION • CA-R-LSTA-DT, N. J.
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BROADCASTING

Broadcast Stereo Increases
Two- channel transmission systems
are

being developed

to expand

national stereo interest
FALL DEVELOPMENTS indicate that a-m, f-m and tv
broadcasters will bolster public enthusiasm for stereo.
Check this week by ELECTRONICS shows six f-m
stations using experimental licenses for stereocasting.
FCC says extensions will be granted if results arc
promising.
Over adozen companies are making or planning to
make f-m stereo adapters. Some will be on dealers'
shelves within afew weeks, priced between $ 50 and
$85 by current estimates.
Other manufacturers are waiting for industry
standards to be set before considering production.
The Halstead and the Crosby systems have been
spoken for by broadcasters in response to FCC
request. Commission says the returns have " not
yet been analyzed."
Under the Crosby system, broadcasters would use
two channels of equal bandwith. Many f-m stations
now use their subchannels for providing background
music to stores and restaurants, or for some nonbroadcast service to paying subscribers. Crosby system supporters say combined public interest in f-m
and stereo will allow stations to be self-supporting
without secondary income sources.

The Halstead system provides one wideband and
two narrow-band information channels in the belief
that f-m stations will need additional income for
some time.
While f-m stereo standards are being pondered,
broadcasters are exploring other means of providing
stereo transmissions. Most radio listeners are familiar with am/fm combinations. Broadcasts using
radio and tv are also becoming increasingly frequent.
Still in the laboratory stage is asystem for a-m/a-m
stereo announced this week by RCA. Under this
system each of the stereo channels is carried by
one of the sidebands of the a-m carrier signal. In
the receiver, the sidebands are separated and fed to
two speakers. In present a-m receivers, there would
be no separation of the sidebands so the transmission would be heard in the conventional fashion
without the stereo effect. The laboratory model of
the a-m/a-m stereophonic receiver can also pick up
nonstereo broadcasts and play them through either
or both speakers.
Spokesmen for RCA say that since the system
operates in the regular a-m broadcast band it can be
used for car radios, which to date have not seen
much use of f-m receivers.
No timetable has been posted for commercial
development of the a-m/a-m equipment, but RCA
hints that " it won't be long" until activity moves
out of the laboratory and into the market place.

STATION MOVES

FCC ACTIONS
•Changes rules of Domestic
Public Land Mobile Service to permit a base station to be operated
as a repeater station, provided the
licensee is able to turn the base
station on and off at will irrespective of subscriber traffic in the system.
•Issues details of meeting between Mexican and U. S. officials
regarding uhf tv assignments for
stations 200 miles on either side
of the border. Information on the
agreement is available from the
Commission.
•Files request from American
Medical Association to establish a
Physicians' Radio Service using a
block of 10 frequencies in the
46

and PLANS

150-mc band and two frequencies
in the 40-me band on an exclusive
basis.

WQXR-FN1, New York, requests
permission to increase power to
34.1 kw.

•Accepts application from Key
Broadcasting, Marathon, Fla., for
new broadcast station to operate on
1,300 kc at 500 w; daytime hours,
directional antenna.

WHEW, Riviera Beach, lia., files
application for extension of completion date.
KJAN, Atlantic, Iowa, seeks permission to determine operating
power by direct measurement of
antenna power.

•Files application from Tiger
Broadcasting, Baton Rouge, La.,
for new broadcast station to operate on 1,550 kc, 1kw; daytime.

KUIN, Grants Pass, Ore., plans
installation of new transmitter,
nighttime directional antenna, and
increase in power to 5kw.

•Grants permit for a new class
A f-m station to Yale Broadcasting,
New Haven, Conn., to operate on
94.3 mc, 300 w erp. Station will
have permission to close down during Yale University vacations.
November

KGMO, Cape Girardeau, Mo., files
for c-p to change frequency from
14,
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DELTA

1,220 kc to 1,550 kc, increase
power from 250 w to 10 kw, install
directional antenna (daytime), install new transmitter.

Air Freight

WFMD-FM, Frederick, Md., requests extension of completion
date.

costs less
than you think!
L

WMTM, Moultrie, Ga., receives
renewal of license.
WBNS, Columbus, Ohio, obtains
c-p to maintain old licensed transmitters as auxiliary facilities at
main transmitter site.

COSTS

Holds down inventories! Holds
down costs of crating, insurance,
capital tie-up. Protects against deterioration and market declines!

WXFM, Elmwood Park, Ill., is
permitted to remain silent for 60
days pending reorganization of facilities.
WNAG, Grenada, Miss., transfers
license from B. Imes Jr. to Grenada
Broadcasting Co. Inc.

DISTRIBUTION

Call Delta Air Lines,
or write General Offices:
Atlanta Airport, Atlanta. Ga.

KSIR, Wichita, Kans., receives license for a-m station.

MOST

COMPLETE

ALL - CARGO

SERVICE

TO

AND

THRU

THE

SOUTH
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WKMH, Dearborn, Mich., plans
increase in nighttime directional
antenna system and increase in
power.
WTLM-TV, Laurel, Miss., receives extension of completion date
to April 20, 1959.
KID-TV, Idaho Falls, Idaho, obtains license covering changes: crp
visual 100 kw, aural 50 kw, antenna
height 1,600 ft.
WSW, Elkhart, Ind., plans change
from channel 52 to channel 28;
erp: visual 204 kw, aural 102 kw;
antenna height 690 ft.
KUEN, Wenatchee, Wash., receives license permitting change in
frequency to 900 kc, decrease in
power to 500 w.
KBUN, Bemidji, Minn., is granted
c-p to change antenna-transmitter
location, increase antenna height,
make changes in ground system.
KFBC, Cheyenne, NVyo., plans installation of new type transmitter
as an alternate main transmitter
at present main transmitter site.

new way to make products
better, more efficient...

ACE

PRECISION

NYLON BALLS

Precision manufactured from DuPont Nylon Resin
to close tolerance of ±- .001 on diameters and .001
on sphericity, Ace Nylon Balls give design flexibility and production economy. Light in weight...
tough at low temperatures ... stable at high temperatures ... resistant to corroding chemicals such
as sulphuric acid, etc....almost abrasionproof
these mass-produced balls have hundreds of industrial applications. Come in 14 standard sizes from
;à" to %".
Complete facilities for fabrication of plastic parts
for all industries. Estimates submitted promptly on
receipt of blueprints or specifications.

EXTRUSION MOLDERS
AND FABRICATORS

Write for Bullet;)1 N, samples, price list, TODAY.

ACE PLASTIC COMPANY
91-33 Van Wyck Expwy., Jamaica 35, N. Y. JArrlaica 3-5500
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TEST EQUIPMENT ENGINEER John W. Lloyd tells why his
work on the B-70 Weapon System at IBM Owego affords him
the creative engineering career he always wanted.

I

WHAT IT'S LIKE TO BE A CREATIVE ENGINEER AT

"Test equipment engineering," says John Lloyd, " is particularly stimulating when

it's part of a project as new and

important as the B-70, sometimes described as ' a huge flying
computer.' Right now I'm coordinating the design of engineering support equipment for an advanced digital airborne computer, part of the B- 70's bombing- navigational and missile
guidance system. There's a minimum of routine. In order to
design test equipment you must know — or learn — about the
equipment to be tested; among these are radar, servo systems, digital and analog computers, inert.al guidance. Isee
my professional growth assured as IBM continues to develop
computers for airborne applications."

Challenging assignments now open
• Airborne digital & analog computers
• Inertial guidance & missile systems
• Information & network theory
• Magnetic engineering
• Maintainability engineering
• Optics
• Radar electronics & systems
• Servomechanism design & analysis
• Theoretical physics
• Transistor circuits
• Units & systems test equipment
There are other openings in related fields to broaden your
skills and knowledge.

Qualifications:
B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in Electrical or Mechanical Engineering,
Physics, or Mathematics, and proven ability to assume a high
degree of technical responsibility in your sphere of interest.
FOR DETAILS, just write, outlining background and interests,
to:
Mr. P. E. Strohm, Dept. 554Y
International Business Machines Corp.
Owego, New York
IBM is a recognized leader in the rapidly expanding electronic
computer field. Its products are used for both commercial and
military applications. Continuous growth affords excellent advancement opportunities. The " small- group" approach assures
recognition of individual merit. Company benefits set standards for industry, and salaries are commensurate with your .
abilities and experience.

IBM
Plants

and

Yorktown,

MILITARY
PRODUCTS

laboratories:
N. Y.;

Endicott,

Lexington,

Ky.;

Kingston,

Rochester,

Owego,

Poughkeepsie,

Minr., San Jose, Calif.

PANTS and PEOPLE

EE's with advanced

experience in Oregon
Available EE's with a broad background in radar receiver design and
development— including experience
with pulse circuitry, timing circuits,
and
radar
indicators—are
available.
Younger types of this
select species are also being graduated regularly by the State's superior educational system. Oregon,
with many ideal plant locations, is
full of men with unusual technical
accomplishments who want to live
here, where well- trained labor and
friendly management work together
to take advantage of natural resources. research, recreation and
room to grow.
For the data on
the potentialities Oregon offers the
electronics industry, let us hear
from you.
Your inquiry will be

Raytheon: New Flight Facility

kept confidential.

Julius R. Jensen, Director

CHARLES F.ADAMS, president of
Raytheon Mfg. Co., recently broke
ground at Hanscom Field in Bedford, Mass., for the firm's $ 1.7 million
super-modern
flight
test
facility.
Participating in the ceremony
was Navy Capt. Willie M. Dickie,
First Naval District Inspector General, who represented the Commandant. Pictured behind the pair
is an artist's concept of the new
structure.
Believed to be the first military
flight facility of its kind in the
U.S., the new structure will permit the company to reduce the

time now needed to run modification and electronic tests on missiles, aircraft equipment and associated units.
The new facility, a 70,000 sq ft
structure, is scheduled for completion early next year. It will have
about 36,000 sq ft of hangar space
to house the dozen planes now
uscx1 in the company's programs.
The remainder of the facility will
be devoted to shops and a laboratory. Plans also include adding 22,000 sq ft later, if needed.
Raytheon is prime contractor for
the Navy's Sparrow HI air-to-air
guided missile system.

L.A. Firm Changes Name
COMPUTER EQUIPMENT CORP. is
the new name of the company
formerly known as Digitron, Inc.,
Los Angeles, Calif. The name
change was effected in order to
clarify the nature of the business
in which the growing electronic
firm is engaged, according to A. C.
Bellanca ( picture), president.
Actively engaged in the development of advanced hybrid electronic
systems since its formation in 1957,
the company recently announced
the receipt of a contract from
Holloman Air Development Center
to develop an electronic function
plotter.

In addition, the company is
working on several electronic machines that subtract binary coded
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OREGON Department of
Planning

and Development

722 B State Office Building
Portland 1, Oregon
CApitol 6-2161
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now we're
getting
some place!

We're making solid gains in
the fight against cancer, in the
research laboratory, in the hospital and in the home. Ten years
ago medical knowledge was
able to save only 1in 4lives —
today it's saving 1in 3.
New surgical techniques, diagnostic methods, and an informed public are important
reasons for these gains.
More and more people have
learned that many cancers are
curable if detected in time.
And, sensibly, more and more
people have formed the lifesaving habit of an annual
health checkup. They know
it's living insurance against
cancer!
AMERICAN

CANCER SOCIETY

®
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

WORK IN

PHOENIX
og

i
WHERE

Ir es

numbers used in digital computing
systems, as well as various other
projects in the field of electronic
computers and instrumentation.

Research & Development

n1orwe

ahead with a young,
rapidly expanding organization in Hicksville, Ll, N. Y.
Move

PROJECT ENGINEERS
SENIOR ENGINEERS
ENGINEERS
B.S. in E.E. or Physics
We need at once for lifetime careers—additional trained personnel, at all levels, experienced in circuitry and equipment design
or applicable exp to work on UHF 8. VHF
systems, wide band knowledge desirable; for
challenging assignments on electronic co..inter.
measure systems for military application and
electronic instruments for civilian use.

Advance your career— both in
recognition and financial gain—
at Motorola in Phoenix.
Your family will share your
opportunity when you settle
down in sunny, dry, healthful
Phoenix! Tourists spend millions of dollars every year just
to visit Phoenix. The attractions
of this fabulous vacationland
can he yours to enjoy year.
'round with Motorola!
If you are qualified
for any of the positions below, write
or wire today.
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS,
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS, PHYSICISTS
System Analysis, Design and Test
Radar

Communications

Navigation

Missile Guidance

Data Processing and Display
Circuit

Design, Development and Packaging

Microwave

Pulse and Video

Antenna
R- F and l- F

Digital and Analog
Transistor

Name N. L. Harvey
CBS-Hytron V- P
NoR \ \
L. HARVEY
recently
moved from manager of special
tube operations for Sylvania in
Williamsport, Pa., to vice-president
—engineering for CBS-Hytron,
Danvers, Mass.
Harvey joined Sylvania in 1941
as a research engineer. Successive
promotions led to his appointment
as bead of the applied research
branch in 1948. In 1950 he was
made chief engineer of the radio
and tv division. His most recent
assignment in 1956 made him responsible for engineering, manufacture and sales of magnetrons,
klystrons and planar triodes as well
as
traveling-wave
crossed-field,
counter, t-r, atr and trigger tubes.

Salaries commensurate with ability.
Excellent benefits including Profit
Sharing Retirement Trust Plan.
Call for interview
Q-J•

ei

J. V. Hicks
OVerbrook I-7100

»

or send resume
in confidence to

N‘
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INSTRUMENTS FOR
INDUSTRY, INC.
New South Rd. Hicksville, LI, N. Y.

SAMUEL K. MACDONALD, INC.
manufacturers representatives over 25 years

1531 SPRUCE STREET, PHILA. 2, PA.
Territory,
Pennsylvania • New Jersey
Delaware • Maryland
Virginia • West Virginia
District of Columbia

Other °likes,
Pittsburgh
Baltimore
Washington, D.C.

EMPLOYMENT

MANUFACTURERS'
REPRESENTATIVE
WANTED
for

Florida

area

Nationally known manufacturer of, inductive components, such as chokes, coils,
delay
lines
and
transformers,
desires
coverage of electronic equipment manufacturers in Florida. Both stock and custom
components included.

Servos
Technical and Specification Writing
Printed and Etched Circuitry
Write:
Mr. Kel Rowan
Western Military Electronics Center
Motorola, Inc., Dept. A- Il
8201 E. McDowell Road
Phoenix, Arizona

Send

reply

to:

RW-9232 Electronic,,
Class Adv. Div., P.O. Box 12, N.Y. 36. N.Y.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Engineering positions also available at
Motorola, Inc. In Chicago, Illinois, and
Riverside, California.

YARDNEY LABORATORIES, Inc.
Research-Design-Development
Electro Chemical Generators of Energy

MOTOROLA,..

10-4 8 Leonard Street
New York 13, N. Y.

W0rth 6-3190

SEARCHLIGHT

THERMO-ELECTRONICS

Ling Hires Reid

Successor to Thermo- Electricity
Change heat to electricity DIRECTLY— no acids.
liquids,
moving parts or sunlight!
Build a
THERMO-ELECTRONIC battery.
Mail quarter
today
for
irformation
and
sample
thermeelectronic alloy.

RECENTLY appointed assistant chief
engineer of Ling Electronics, Inc.,
50

November

HERMON E. COTTER
15766-X Blackstone

14,
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Detroit 23,
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Culver City, Calif., is Ray L. Reid.
In his new capacity, Reid will assume direction of a new research
and development program on highly
advanced vibration testing system
components. He will also act as
technical consultant to Ling subsidiaries engaged in numerous
phases of high-power electronics.
For the past eight years Reid has
been with North American Aviation, Downey, Calif., as atest engineer in the fields of electrical and
vibration testing, electrical test
equipment design and instrumentation for various types of testing
systems.

RADAR SYSTEMS ENGINEER
to $ 13,500
Expanding Eastern division of
AA-AA tirm in beautiful new
suburban plant urgently needEE capable of systems
assisting in the preparation of
technical proposals, oral presentationf, customer contact and
teehnical glireetion to design
groups. Thi- company is the
fastest grow ing
firm among
our more titan 350 electronic
client corporations.

For Ihe man selected, recognition i- - is ut and advancement is
truly based on merit.
If you qualify, look into this
position, in strict confidence and
without obligation. Simply forward your name, address, honte
phone number, present title and
the word " Radar".
I'll call you immediately at your
home with all the details. But
don't delay. Write today!

Client company pays all expenses.

EUGENE B. SHEA
Executive It ice- President

Cadillac Associates, Inc.
220 S. State St.

Chicago 4. Illinois

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERS :
Hanley Named To
High Trolex Post
TRoi.Ex Corp., Mel kill-v. Ill., manufacturer
of
electronic
rotary
switches and electromechanical devices, has appointed Duncan C.
Hanley as vice president and general sales manager.
Hanley was formerly with Grigsby-Allison Co. He joined G-A in
1946 as specifications engineer and
for the past three years has been
district sales manager. Prior to that
he served in the electronics branch
of the U.S. Navy and with Sperry
Products Co.

FLIGHT EVALUATION ENGINEER, B.S. or

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEER,

Advanced Degree in Electrical Engineering. Five years' experience in planning,

Aeronautical

instrumentation, testing, data reduction
of flight evaluation phases of complex
electronic systems testing. To design
special test equipment and instrumentation for flight testing, reduce flight
test data, and prepare detailed evaluation and analysis reports together with
engineering group.

M.S.

in

Engineering with math

minor. Two years' experience in evaluation of airborne systems, both digital
and analog; navigation techniques, including inertial navigation; and aerodynamics. Experience in data reduction
and photogrammetry desirable. To analyze flight test data, do systems analysis,
and solve problems in spherical trigonometry and

photogrammetry.

ADVANTAGES OF IBM

A recognized leader

in the electronic systems field...prOductS

used for

both military and commercial work...advancement on merit— companypaid relocation expenses..

liberal company benefitSmsalary

commen-

surate with ability and experience.
WRITE, outlining qualifications and experience, to:

Mr.

P. E. Strohm,

Dept. 554Y
B M Corp,
Owego, N.

Y.

Plant Briefs
RCA has acquired the production
plant of the Applied Science Corp.
of Princeton (ASCOP) for astroelectronic products. Plant is situELECTRONICS business issue — November 14, 1958

MILITARY PRODUCTS

51

Here's how

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

ated between Princeton and flights.
town, N. J.

you can

MERCHANDISE
YOUR
ADVERTISING
with
these

Ace Plastic Co.
Audio Devices Inc.

Premier Instrument Corp., waveguide
manufacturers,
recently
moved from New York City to a
48,000 sq ft plant in Port Chester,
N. Y.
Yonkers Laboratory Supply, now
known as TensoLab, Inc., has
moved to Irvington-on- II udson,
N. Y. The new quarters represent
an increase of over 100 percent in
area.

Cadillac Associates Corp.
*Christie Electric Corp.
Cotter Her
E.
*('urtiss-Wright Corp.

51
37
50
15

folders

Promotion Dept. . .. Room 2700
McGraw-HID Publishing Co., Inc.
330 West 42nd Street, New York 36, N. Y.

43
-1
29

*Instruments for Industry
International Business Machines Corp -18

50
51

Jacksonville Chamber of Commerce....
Jones & Lamson Machine Co

411
32

*Kearfott Co.. Inc.
*Kennedy & Co.. D. S.

31
12

))))) ald Inc., Samuel K
McGraw-Hill Book Co.
*Merck & Co., Inc.
*Motorola Western, Military Electronics
Center

50
39

50

*North Electric Co.
Oregon Dept. of Planning and
Development
*Pacific Automation Products. Inc.

.19
I1

*Radio Corporation of America .... 4th Cover
*Raytheon Manufacturing Co.....2nd Cover

Northeastern Engineering, Inc.,
Manchester. N. II., appoints the
following new reps to handle its
line of frequency counters, military
test equipment and missile components:
Bill Bartleson Co. of Minneapolis, NI
in n., covering NI
innesota ,
No. Dakota, So. Dakota and northern Wisconsin: Col-Ins-Co. of
Jacksonville. Fla., covering Florida,
Georgia, So. Carolina, No. Carolina, Alabama, Nlississippi and
'1 'ennessee.

November

41

*liewlett-Packard Company
*111-ti.
*Hymn Eastern. Inc.

The William F. Hemminger Co.,
Miami, Ha., manufacturers' reps,
announces the addition of Everett
M. Gordon to its staff as sales engineer.

list

19

*General Electric Co.

The line of precision microwave
and electronic test equipment, radar
system components and high-power
modula tors manufactured by FXR,
Inc., Woodside, N. Y., are being
sold in the upper New York State
area by J. I). Rverson Associates,
Inc. of Syracuse, N. Y.

Appointment of the Gordon V.
Peck Co. as sales rep for the Southwest including Texas, Oklahoma.
Arkansas and Louisiana, is announced by Sealectro Corp., Mamaroneck, N. Y.

11

I Machinery and Chemical Corp.
3rd Cover

News of Reps

Keep your sales, management and
distribution people informed
on your advertising. Circulate
preprints, reprints, schedules
and other material in these
folders, and make your advertising
dollars work over and over for you.

38

42

*Epsco Inc.

9" by 12"

52

8
40

Delta Air Lines
I)
C'hetnical Co.

Consolidated Controls Corp. has
added a 12,000-sq ft expansion to
its plant in Bethel, Conn. Company's products consist in the main
of control systems for missiles, aircraft and nuclear power plants.

handy

Write for illustrated folder and price

*Barnstead Still & Sterilizer Co., lu..
Beattie-Coleman Inc.
Bendiz Aviation Corp.
Pacific Div.
Scintilla Div.
Bruno- New York Industries Corp

Tektronix. Inc.
*Trans World .Urlines
*Tung- Sol Electronic Inc.

•

United Shoe :Machinery Co.

21
111
31

*Vartlex Sales Co., Inc.
*Yardney Laboratories, Inc.

11
50

M ANCFACTURERS
REPRESENTATIVES

50

CLASSI FIED A DVERTISING
F. J. Eberle, Business Mgr.
1'1.01' M ENT OPPORTUNITIES. ..48, 50
51
'See advertisement in the 1958-1959 ELECTRONICS
BUYERS GUIDE for complete line of products or
services.
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Get out your pencil and.
Help yourself to
electronics' READER SERVICE
it's free it's easy-it's for your convenience
Each Advertisement and New Product item is numbered.

*FOR SPECIFIC ITEMS 111
MULTI- PRODUCT ADViRTISEMEMTS

For more information, simply . . .

Certain

multi-product

contain Reader
each product

(1) Circle number on postpaid card below that corresponds to
number at the bottom of Advertisement, or New Product item.

advertisements

Service

numbers

far

For multi- product advertisements that
are not keyed for Reader Survice, indicate in box on postcard marked with
asterisk 0) and circle number(s) and

(2) Print your name, title, address, and firm name carefully.
It is impossible to process cards that are not readable.

specify product(s) on which you wont
more information.

Additional postage MUST be added to cards for all FOREIGN MAILINGS
electronics •
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MEMO:
NEW PRODUCTS RELEASES

To.
FROM:

ALL MANUFACTURERS
electronics

electronics publishes all new product items of inter—
est to makers and users of electronic and allied
equipment.
The reverse side of this card provides a service to
subscribers by facilitating the flow of additional in—
formation between manufacturers and our readers.
Take advantage of Reader Service-- and the readership
of electronics...keep the industry informed about your
New Products and New Literature via their mention in
the editorial pages of electronics.

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL

NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

I

FIRST CLASS
PERMIT NO. 64
(SEC. 34.9 P.1.8.R.)
NEW YORK, N. Y.

6c Postage Will Be Paid By
ELECTRONICS
Reader Service Dept.
330 West 42nd Street
New York 36, N. Y.
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ELECTRONICS
Reader Service Dept.
330 West 42nd Street
New York 36, N. Y.
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THE OUTSTANDING STABILITY OF

DAP°

RESIN

TO IMPROVE PRODUCT PERFORMANCE AND LOWER COSTS
IN MOLDINGS AND LAMINATES
••••,.%
•••••• • -

-

"""i•; '

Electrical Stability

‘( Thermal Stability
DAPON resin molded parts exhibit outstanding
stability under extreme conditions of exposure to
heat and humidity. Under such conditions they
do not crack or change shape. For example, after
several months txposure to boiling water, DAl'ON
resin molded cups show no degradation of any
kind. DAPON resin molded parts are serviceable
at temperatures up to 400-450°F. Higher temperature modifications of DAPON resins are currently under development.

‘( Dimensional Stability
DAPON resin exhibits 111100St 110 .Itrinkag 0 during cure and tit) shrinkage following cure. The
lack of post- mold shrinkage makes possible formation of complex matching parts with cluse
tolerances and situait or large metallic inserts
without cracking.
,

.

Chemical Stability
DAP() !
ii
iuipouuid iii extremeh resist;mt
to acids. Ire,
organe soh ems even : it high
temperatures, as well as to staining and color
degradation.

DAMN resin molded pal h are noted for the retention of their excellent insulation resistance,
dielectric strength, and arc resistance even after
exposure to high Inunidity and to elevated temperatures. DAMN resin's unusual chemical stability insures , d)sence of breakdown and attendant
corrosion of metallic electronic components under the most severe conditions of tuse. DAPON
resin is unmatched by any other plastic in this
regard.

i(

Co/or Stability

DA Pt
resin can be compounded in pastel col.
ors which exhibit greater color stability at elevated temperature than any other known colored
plastics.

/For Help In
Solving Your Problems

,

Write today for technical literature detailing
properties, uses and methods of application for
DAPON resin.

-

*

A liming

Resin is Food Machinery and Chemical Corporation's registered
trade name for its brand of diallyl phthalate prepolymer. Names of compounders of DAPON resin molding powders are available on request.

,Visit Us At Booth 609
National Plastics Exposition • Chicago • Nov. 17-21
Putting

Ideas

fo

Work

FOOD MACHINERY AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION
Chemicals and Plastics Division
1000

MACHINM

AND ChlIMICAl
CO•Pc,••00N

161 EAST 42ND STREET, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

RCA-163-GT is designer-preferred...features heavy-duty filament.., challenges filament burrout
Preferred Tube Type 1B3-GT is favored by
design engineers for high-voltage rectifier
service in TV sets. What makes it so good?
How was RCA able to make it better?

ment and therefore reduces strain effects.
In addition, contamination and resultant
low emission are eliminated by supersonic
washing of the anode and getter shield.

A redesigned filament of larger wire with
a larger coil diameter offers cooler operation. A smoother and lighter coating to assure uniform emission is applied to the
filament by means of a special technique.
The life of the filament is further safeguarded by achemically treated anode support which assures atight bond between it
and the glass envelope and prevents leaks
that would burn out the filament.

That's why the RCA-1B3-GT is a " champion" with high voltages. Your RCA Field
Representative has the complete Preferred
Tube Types story. See him soon. For technical data about the 1B3-GT and all of the
Preferred Tube Types, write RCA Commercial Engineering > Section K- 19- DE2
Harrison, N. J.

The glass envelope of the RCA-1B3-GT
has benefited, too, from improved techniques. Hydrogen firing of the envelope
enables it to withstand electron bombard-

If picture tubes are your interest, consider RCA here, too, for RCA picture tubes
are engineered for long dependable performance. A word to your RCA Representative will bring you full information.

FIELD

OFFICES:

EAST:
744 Broad Street
Newark 2, N. J.
HUrnoldt 5-3900
MIDWEST:
Suite 1154
Merchandise Mart Plaza
Chicago 54, Ilf.
WHitehall 4-2900
WEST:
6355 E. Washington Blvd.
Los Angeles 22, Calif.
RAymond 3-8361

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Electron Tube Division

Harrison, N. J.

